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From the Fortnightly Review.

THE BELTON ESTATE.
BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER I.

THE REMNANTS OF THE AMEDROZ FAMILY.

Mrs. Amedroz, the wife of Bernard
Amedroz, Esq., of Belton Castle, and moth-

er of Charles and Clara Amedroz, died when
those children were only eight and six years

old, thereby subjecting them to the greatest

misfortune which children born in that sphere

of life can be made to suffer. And, in the

case of this boy and girl, the misfortune was
aggravated greatly by the peculiarities of

the father's character. Mr. Amedroz was
not a bad man,— as men are held to be bad
in the world's esteem. He was not vicious,

— was not a gambler or a drunkard, — was
not self-indulgent to a degree that brought
upon him any reproach ; nor was he regard-

less of his children. But he was an idle, thrift-

less man, who, at the age of sixty-seven,

when the reader will first make his acquaint-

ance, had as yet done no good in the world
whatever. Indeed he had done terrible evil

;

for his son Charles was now dead,— had
perished by his own hand,— and the state

of things which had brought about this wo-
ful event had been chiefly due to the father's

neglect.

Belton Castle is a pretty country seat,

standing in a small but beautifully wooded
park, close under the Quantock hills in Som-
ersetshire ; and the little town of Belton
clusters round the park gates. Few Eng-
lishmen know the scenery of England well,

and the prettinesses of Somersetshire are
j

among those which are the least known.
But the Quantock hills are very lovely, with
their rich valleys lying close among them,

j

and their outlying moorlands running off to-
j

wards Dulverton and the borders of Devon-
|

shire,— moorlands which are not flat, like i

Salisbury Plain, but are broken into ravines
and deep water-courses and rugged dells

j

hither and thither ; where okT oaks are
j

standing, in which life seems to have dwin-
died down to the last spark ; but the last

spark is still there, and the old oaks give
forth their scanty leaves from year to year,

j
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In among the hills, somewhat off the high
road from Minehead to Taunton, and about
five miles from the sea, stands the little town,
or village, of Belton, and the modern house of
Mr. Amedroz, which is called Belton Castle.
The village (for it is in truth no more, though
it still maintains a charter for a market, and
there still exists on Tuesdays some pretence
of an open sale of grain and butcher's meat
in the square before the church-gate) con-
tains about two thousand persons. That and
the whole parish of Belton did once,— and
that not long ago, — belong to the Amedroz
family. They had inherited it from the Beltons
of old, an Amedroz having married the heir-

ess of the family. And as the parish is large,
stretching away to Exmoor on one side, and
almost to the sea on the other, containing the
hamlet of Redicote, lying on the Taunton
high road,— Redicote, where the post-office

is placed, a town almost in itself, and one
which is now much more prosperous than
Belton,— as the property when it came to
the first Amedroz had limits such as these,

the family had been considerable in the
country. But these limits had been straight-

ened in the days of the grandfather and the
father of Bernard Amedroz ; and he, when
he married a Miss Winterfield of Taunton,
was thought to have done very well, in that
mortgages were paid off the property with
his wife's money to such an extent as to
leave him in clear possession of an estate
that gave him two thousand a year. As Mr.
Amedroz had no grand neighbours near
him, as the place is remote and the living,

therefore cheap, and as with this income
there was no question of annual visits to
London, Mr. and Mrs. Amedroz might have
done very well with such of the good things
of the world as had fallen to their lot. And
had the wife lived such would probably have
been the case ; for the Winterfields were
known* to be a prudent people. But Mrs.
Amedroz had died young, and things with-

Bernard Amedroz had gone badly.

And yet the evil had not b*«yj so* in* %
with him as with that terrio .» «v »> lain*,

1362.
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The father had been nearly forty when he
married. He had then never done any good

;

but as neither had he done much Harm, the

friends of the family had argued well of his

future career. After him, unless he should

leave a son behind him, there would be no
Amedroz left among the Quantock hills

;

and by some arrangement in respect to that

Winterfield money which came to him on
his marriage,— the Winterfields having a

long dated connection with the Beltons of

old,— the Amedroz property was, at Ber-

nard's marriage, entailed back upon a dis-

tant Belton cousin, one Will Belton, whom
no one had seen for many years, but who
was by blood nearer to the squite, in de-

fault of children of his own, than any other

of his relatives. And now Will Belton was
the heir to Belton Castle ; for Charles Ame-
droz, at the age of twenty-seven, had found

the miseries of the world to be too many for

him, and had put an end to them and to him-

self.

Charles had been a clever fellow,— a

very clever fellow in the eyes of his father.

Bernard Amedroz knew that he himselfwas
not a clever fellow, and admired his son ac-

cordingly ; and when Charles had been ex-

pelled from Harrow for some boyish freak,— in his vengeance against a neighbouring

farmer, who had reported to the school au-

thorities the doing of a few beagles upon
his land, Charles had cut off the heads of all

the trees in a young fir plantation,— his fa-

ther was proud of the exploit. When he

was rusticated a second time from Trinity,

and when the father received an intimation

that his son's name had better be taken from

the College books, the squire was not so

well pleased ; but even then he found some
delight in the stories which reached him of

his son's vagaries ; and when the young man
commenced Bohemian life in London, his fa-

ther did nothing to restrain him. Then there

came the old story— debts, endless debts;

and lies, endless lies. During the two years

before his death, his father paid for him, or

undertook to pay, nearly ten thousand

pounds, sacrificing the life assurances which
were to have made provision for his daugh-

ter; sacrificing, to a great extent, his own
life income,— sacrificing everything, so that

the property might not be utterly ruined at

his death. That Charles Amedroz should be

a brighter, greater man than any other

Amedroz, had still been the father's pride.

At the last visit which Charles had paid to

Belton his father had called upon him to

pledge himself solemnly that his sister should

not be made to suffer by what had been

-done for him. Within a month of that time

he had blown his brains out in his London
lodgings, thus making over the entire prop-
erty to Will Belton at his father's death. At
that last pretended settlement with his father
and his father's lawyer, he had kept back the
mention of debts as heavy nearly as those to

which he had owned ; and there were debts
of honour, too, of which he had not spoken,
trusting to the next event at Newmarket to

set him right. The next event at Newmarket
had set him more wrong than ever, and so

there had come an end to everything with
Charles Amedroz.

This had happened in the spring, and the

afflicted father, — afflicted wich the double
sorrow of his son's terrible death and his

daughter's ruin,— had declared that he
would turn his face to the wall and die. But
the old squire's health, though far from
strong, was stronger than he had deemed it,

and his feelings, sharp enough, were less

sharp than he had thought them; and when
a month had passed by, he had discovered

that it would be better that he should live,

in order that his daughter might still have
bread to eat and a house of her own over
her head. Though he was now an impover-

ished man, there was still left to him the

means of keeping up the old home ; and he
told himself that it must, if possible, be so

kept that a few pounds annually might be
put by for Clara. The old carriage horses

were sold, and the park was let to a farmer,

up to the hall-door of the castle. So much
the squire could do ; but as to the putting by
of the few pounds, any dependence on such

exertion as that on his part would, we may
say, be very precarious.

Belton Castle was not in truth a castle.

Immediately before the front door, so near

to the house as merely to allow of a broad
road running between it and the entrance

porch, there stood an old tower, which gave
its name to the residence,— an old square

tower, up which the Amedroz boys for

three generations had been able to climb by
means of the ivy and broken stones in one

of the inner corners,— and this tower was
a remnant of a real castle that had once

protected the village of Belton. The house

itself was an ugly residence, three stories

high, built in the time of George II., with

low rooms and long passages, and an im-

mense number of* doors. It was a large, un-

attractive house, — unattractive, that is, as

regarded its own attributes, — but made in-

teresting by the beauty of the small park in

which it stood. Belton Park did not, per-

haps, contain much above a hundred acres,

but the land was so broken into knolls and

valleys, in so many places was the rock seen
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to be cropping up through the verdure,

there were in it so many stunted old oaks,

so many points of vantage for the lover of

scenery, that no one would believe it to

be other than a considerable domain. The
farmer who took it, and who would not, un-

der any circumstances, undertake to pay
more than seventeen shillings an acre for it,

could not be made to think that it was in

any way considerable. But Belton Park,

since first it was made a park, had never be-

fore been regarded after this fashion. Far-

mer Stovey, of the Grange, was the first

man of that class who had ever assumed the

right to pasture his sheep in Belton Chace,
— as the people around were still accustomed
to call the woodlands of the estate.

It was full summer at Bolton, and four

months had now passed since the dreadful

tidings had reached the castle. It was full

summer, and the people of the village were
again going about their ordinary business

;

and the shop-girls, with their lovers from
Redicote, were again to be seen walking
among the oaks in the park on a Sunday
evening; and the world in that district of

Somersetshire was getting itself back into

its old grooves. The fate of the young heir

had disturbed the grooves greatly, and had
taught many in those parts to feel that the

world was coming to an end. They had not

loved young Amedroz, for he had been
haughty when among them, and there had
been wrongs committed by the dissolute

young squire, and grief had come from his

misdoings upon more than one household

;

but to think that he should have destroyed
himself with his own hand ! And then, to

think that Miss Clara would become a beg-

gar when the old squire should die ! All the

neighbors around understood the whole his-

tory of the entail, and knew that the prop-

erty was to go to Will Belton. Now Will
Belton was not a gentleman ! So, at least,

said the Belton folk, who had heard that the

heir had been brought up as a farmer some-
where in Norfolk. Will Belton had once
been at the Castle as a boy, now some fifteen

years ago, and then there had sprung up a
great quarrel between him and his distant

cousin Charles;— and Will, who was rough
and large of stature, had thrashed the smaller
boy severely ; and the thing had grown to

have dimensions larger than those which gen-
erally attend the quarrels of boys ; and Will
had said something which had shown how
well he understood his position in reference
to the estate ;

— and Charles had hated him.

So Will had gone, and had been no more
seen among the oaks whose name he bore.

And the people, in spite of his name, regard-

ed him as an interloper. To them, with
their short memories and scanty knowledge
of the past, Amedroz was more honourable
than Belton, and they looked upon the com-
ing man as an intruder. Why should not

Miss Clara have the property ? Miss Clara
had never done harm to any one !

Things got back into their old grooves,

and at the end of the third month the squire

was once more seen in the old family pew at

church. He was a large man, who had been
very handsome, and who now, in his yellow

leaf, was not without a certain beauty of

manliness. He wore his hair and his beard
long ; before his son's death they were grey,

but now they were very white. And though
he stooped, there was still a dignity in his

slow step,— a dignity that came to him from
nature rather than from any effort. He-

was a man who, in fact, did little or nothing

in the world,— whose life had been very

useless ; but he had been gifted with such a
presence that he looked as though he were
one of God's nobler creatures. Though al-

ways dignified he was ever affable, and the

poor liked him better than they might have
done had he passed his time in searching

out their wants and supplying them. They
were proud of their squire, though he had
done nothing for them. It was something
to them to have a man who could so carry

himself sitting in the family pew in their

parish church. They knew that he was
poor, but they all declared that he was nev-

er mean. He was a real gentleman,— was
this last Amedroz of the family ; therefore

they curtseyed low, and bowed on his reap-

pearance among them, and made all those

signs of reverential awe which are common
to the poor when they feel reverence for the

presence of a superior.

Clara was there with him, but she had
shown herself in the pew for four or five

weeks before this. She had not been at

home when the fearful news had reached
Belton, being at that time with a certain la-

dy who lived on the farther side of the coun-
ty, at Perivale,— a certain Mrs. Winterfield,

born a Folliott, a widow, who stood to Miss

Amedroz in the place of an aunt. Mrs,

Winterfield was, in truth, the sister of a

gentleman who had married Clara's aunt,
— there having been marriages and inter-

marriages between the Winterfields and the

Folliotts, and the Belton-Amedroz families.

With this lady in Perivale, which I main-

tain to be the dullest little town in England,
Miss Amedroz was staying when the news
reached her father, and when it was brought

direct from London to herself. Instantly

she had hurried home, making the journey
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with all imaginable speed, though her heart

was all but broken within her bosom. She
had found her father stricken to the ground,

and it was the more necessary, therefore,

that she should exert herself. It would not

do that she also should yield to that longing

for death which terrible calamities often pro- improbable that Mr
duce for a season.

j
another son. To this

The family lawyer, who lived at Taun-
ton, had communicated the fact of Charles's

death to Mr. Belton, and Belton had ac-

knowledged the letter with the ordinary
expressions of regret. The lawyer had
alluded to the entail, saying that it was

Amedroz would have
Belton had replied

Clara Amedroz, when she first heard the ,

: that for his cousin Clara's sake he hoped
news of her brother's fate, had felt that she !

that the squire's life might be long spared,

was for ever crushed to the ground. She
\
The lawyer had smiled as he read the wish,

had known too well what had been the
j

thinking to himself that luckily no wish on
nature of her brother's life, but she had

j

the part of Will Belton could influence

not expected or feared any such termina-.j his old client either for good or evil. What
tion to his career as this which had now

j

man, let alone what lawyer, will ever

come upon him— to the terrible affliction
j

believe in the sincerity of such a wish as

of all belonging to him. She felt at first, that expressed by the heir to a property?

as did also her father, that she and he were
j

And yet where is the man who will not

annihilated as regards this world, not only
j

declare to himself that such, under such

by an enduring grief, but also by a disgrace i
circumstances, would be his own wish ?

which would never allow her again to hold

up her head. And for many a long year

much of this feeling clung to her ;
— clung

to her much more strongly than to her fa-

ther. But strength was hers to perceive,

even before she had reached her home,
that it was her duty to repress both the

Clara Amedroz at this time was not a
very young lady. She had already passed
her twenty-fifth birthday, and in manners,
appearance, and habits was, at any rate,

as old as her age. She made no pretence
to youth, speaking of herself always as

one whom circumstances required to take

feeling of shame and the sorrow, as far as
\

upon herself age in advance of her years.

they were capable of repression. Her She did not dress young, or live much with

brother had been weak, and in his weak- I young people, or correspond with other

ness had sought a coward's escape from the
|

girls by means of crossed letters ; nor ex-

ills of the world around him. She must
|

pect that, for her, young pleasures should

not also be a coward ! Bad as life might

be to her henceforth, she must endure it

with such fortitude as she could muster.

So resolving she returned to her father,

and was able to listen to his railings with a

fortitude that was essentially serviceable

both to him and to herself.

" Both of you ! Both of you !
" the un-

happy father had said in his woe. " The

be provided. Life had always been serious

with her ; but now, we may say, since the

terrible tragedy in the family, it must be
solemn as well as serious. The memory of

her brother must always be upon her ; and
the memory also of the fact that her father

was now an impoverished man, on whose
behalf it was her duty to care that every
shilling spent in the house did its full

wretched boy has destroyed you as much
I
twelve pennies' worth of work. There was
a mixture in this of deep tragedy and of

little care, which seemed to destroy for her
the poetry as well as the pleasure of life.

The poetry and tragedy might have gone
hand in hand together ; and so might the

cares and pleasures of life have done, had
there been no black sorrow of which she

must be ever mindful. But it was her lot

to have to scrutinize the butcher's bill as

she was thinking of her brother's fate ; and
to work daily among small household things

while the spectre of her brother's corpse

was ever before her eyes.

A word must be said to explain how it

had come to pass that the life led by Miss

Amedroz had been more than commonly
serious before that tragedy had befallen

the family. The name of the lady who
stood to Clara in the place of an aunt has

as himself !
" " No, sir," she had answered,

with a forbearance in her misery, which,

terrible as was the effort, she forced her-

self to accomplish for his sake. " It is not

so. No thought of that need add to your

grief. My poor brother has not hurt me
;— not in the way you mean." "He has

ruined us all," said the father ;
" root and

branch, man and woman, old and young,

house and land. He has brought the

family to an end ;
— ah me, to such an

end!" After that the name of him who
had taken himself from among them was
not mentioned between the father and
daughter, and Clara settled herself to the

duties of her new life, striving to live as

though there was no great sorrow around

her,— as though no cloud-storm had burst

over her head.
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been already mentioned. When a girl has

a mother, her aunt may be little or nothing

to her. But when the mother is gone, if

there be an aunt unimpeded with other

family duties, then the family duties of

that aunt begin,— and are assumed some-
times with great vigour. Such had been
the case with Mrs. Winterfield. No wo-

man ever lived, perhaps, with more con-

scientious ideas of her duty as a woman
than Mrs. Winterfield, of Prospect Pfeaee,

Perivale. And this, as I say it, is intended

to convey no scoff against that excellent

lady. She was an excellent lady,— un-

selfish, given to self-restraint, generous,

pious, looking to find in her religion a safe

path through life, — a path as safe as the

facts of Adam's fall would allow her feet

to find, she was a woman fearing much
for others, but fearing also much tor her-

self, striving to maintain her house intgod-

liness, hating sin, and struggling with the

weakness of her humanity so that she

might not allow herself to hate the sin-

ners. But her hatred for the sin she found
herself bound at all times to pronounce, —
to show it by some act at all seasons. To
fight the devil was her work,— was the

appointed work of every living soul, if only

living souls could be made to acknowledge
the necessity of the task. Now an aunt of

that kind, when she assumes her duties to-

wards a motherless niece, is apt to make
life serious.

But, it will be said, Clara Amedroz could

have rebelled ; and Clara's father was hardly

made of such stuff that obedience to the aunt
would be enforced on her by parental

authority. Doubtless Clara conld have re-

belled against her aunt. Indeed, I do not

know that she had hitherto been very obe-
dient. But there were family facts about
these Winterfield connections which would
have made it difficult for her to ignore her
so-called aunt, even had she wished to do so.

Mrs. Winterfield had twelve hundred a year
at her own disposal, and she was the only
person related to the Amedroz family from
whom Mr. Amedroz had a right to have ex-

pectations on his daughter's behalf. Clara
had, in a measure, been claimed by the lady,

and the father had made good the lady's

claim, and Clara had acknowledged that a
portion of her life was due to the demands
of Perivale. These demands had undoubt-
edly made her life serious.

Life at Perivale was a very serious thing.

As regards amusement, ordinarily so called,

the need of any such institution was not ac-

knowledged at Prospect House. Food,
drink, and raiment were acknowledged to

be necessary to humanity, and, in accordance
with the rules of that house, they were sup-

plied in plenty, and good of their kind.

Such ladies as Mrs. Winterfield generally

keep good tables, thinking no doubt that the

eatables should do honour to the grace that

is said for them. And Mrs. Winterfield her-

self always wore a thick black silk dress, —
not rusty or dowdy with age.— but with some '

gloss of the silk on it; giving away, with se-

cret, underhand, undiscovered charity, her
old dresses to another lady of her own sort,

on whom fortune had not bestowed twelve
hundred a year. And Mrs. Winterfield

kept a low, four-wheeled, one-horsed little

phaeton, in which she made her pilgrimages

among the poor of Perivale, driven by the

most solemn of stable-boys, dressed up in a
white great coat, the most priggish of hats,

and white cotton gloves. At the rate of

five miles an hour was she driven about, and
this driving was to her the amusement of

life. But such an occupation to Clara Am-
edroz assisted to make life serious.

In person Mrs. Winterfield was tall and
thin, wearing on her brow thin braids of

false hair. She had suffered much from
acute ill health, and her jaws were sunken,

and her eyes were hollow, and there was a

look of woe about her which seemed ever to

be telling of her own sorrows in this world
and of the sorrows of others in the world to

come. Ill-nature was written on her face,

but in this her face was a false face. She
had the manners of a cross, peevish woman

;

but her manners also were false, and gave
no proper idea of her character. But still,

such as she was, she made life very serious to

those who were called upon to dwell with
her.

I need, I hope, hardly say that a young
lady such as Miss Amedroz, even though she

had reached the age of twenty-five,— for at

the time to which I am now alluding she

had nearly done so,— and was not young
of her age, had formed for herself no plan
of life in which her aunt's money figured

as a motive power. She had gone to Peri-

vale when she was very young, because she

had been told to do so, and had continued to

go, partly from obedience, partly from habit,

and partly from affection. An aunt's do-

minion, when once well established in early

years, cannot easily be thrown altogether

aside,— even though a young lady have a

will of her own. Now Clara Amedroz had
a strong will of her own, and did not at all.

— at any rate in these latter days,— belong

to that school of divinity in which her aunt
shone almost as a professor. And this cir-

cumstance, also, added to the seriousness of
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her life. But in regard to her aunt's mon-
ey she had entertained no established hopes;

and when her aunt opened her mind to her

on that subject, a few days before the arrival

of the fatal news at Perivale, Clara, though

she was somewhat surprised, was by no
means disappointed. Now there was a cer-

tain Captain Aylmer in the question, of

whom in this opening chapter it will be

necessary to say a few words.

Captain Frederic Folliott Aylmer was, in

truth, the nephew of Mrs. Winterfield,

whereas Clara Amedroz was not, in truth,

her niece. And Captain Aylmer was also

Member of Parliament for the little borough

of Perivale, returned altogether on the Low-
j

Church interest,— for a devotion to which,

and for that alone, Perivale was noted

among boroughs. These facts together add-
j

ed not a little to Mrs. Winterfield's influ-
I

ence and professorial power in the place,

and gave a dignity to the one-horse chaise
i

which it might not otherwise have possessed,
j

But Captain Aylmer was only the second
j

son of his father, Sir Anthony Aylmer, who
j

had married a Miss Folliott, sister of our ;

Mrs. Winterfield. On Frederic Aylmer his
j

mother's estate was settled. That and Mrs.

Winterfield's property lay in the neigh-

bourhood of Perivale ; and now, on the oc-

casion to which lam alluding, Mrs. Winter-
field thought it necessary to tell Clara that

the property must all go together. She had

thought about it, and had doubted about it,

and had prayed about it, and now she found

that such a disposition of it was her duty.
" I am quite sure you're right, aunt,"

Clara had said. She knew very well what
had come of that provision which her father

had attempted to make for her, and knew
also how great were her father's expecta-

tions in regard to Mrs. Winterfield's mon-
ey.

" I hope I am ; but I have thought it

right to tell you. I shall feel myself bound
to tell Frederic. I have had many doubts,

j

but I think I am right."

" I am sure you are, aunt. What would
he think of me if, at some future time, he
should have to find that I had been in his

]

way ?
"

u The future time will not be long now, i

my dear."
" I hope it may ; but long or short, it is

j

better so."

" I think it is, my dear ; I think it is. I

think it is my duty."

It must be understood that Captain Ayl-

mer was member for Perivale on the Low-
Church interest, and that, therefore, when
at Perivale he was decidedly a Low Church-

man. I am not aware that the peculiarity

stuck to him very closely at Aylmer Castle,

in Yorkshire, or among his friends in Lon-
don ; but there was no hypocrisy in this, as

the world goes. Women in such matters
are absolutely false if they be not sincere

;

but men, with political views, and with
much of their future prospects in jeopardy
also, are allowed to dress themselves differ-

ently for different scenes. Whatever be
the peculiar interest on which a man goes
into Parliament, of course he has to live up
to that in his own borough. Whether malt,

the franchise, or teetotalism be his rallying

point, of course he is full of it when among
his constituents. But it is not desirable

that he should be full of it also at his club.

Had Captain Aylmer become Prime Minis-

ter, he would, no doubt, have made Low-
Church bishops. It was the side to which
he had taken himself in that matter,— not

without good reasons. And he could say a

sharp word or two in season about vest-

ments ; he was strong against candles, and
fought for his side fairly well. No one had
good right to- complain of Captain Aylmer
as being insincere ; but had his aunt known
the whole history of her nephew's life, I

doubt whether she would have made him
her heir, — thinking that in doing so she

was doing the best for the good cause.

The whole history of her niece's life she

did know, and she knew that Clara was not

with her, heart and soul. Had Clara left

the old woman in doubt on this subject, she

would have been a hypocrite. Captain
Aylmer did not often spend a Sunday at

Perivale, but when he did, he went to

church three times, and submitted himself

to the yoke. He was thinking of the

borough votes quite as much as of his aunt's

money, and was carrying on his business

a fter the fashion of men. But Clara found
herself compelled to maintain some sort of a

fight, though she also went to church three

times on Sunday. And there was another

reason why Mrs. Winterfield thought it

right to mention Captain Alymer's name to

her niece on this occasion.
" I had hoped," she said, " that it might

make no difference in what way my money
was left."

Clara well understood what this meant,
as will, probably, the reader also. " I can't

say but what it will make a difference," she

answered, smiling ;
" but I shall always

think that you have done right. Why
should I stand in Captain Aylmer's way? "

" I had hoped your ways might have
been the same," said the old lady, fretful-
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" But they cannot be the same."
" No

;
you do not see things as he sees

them. Things that are serious to him are,

I fear, only light to you. Dear Clara,

would I could see you more in earnest as to

the only matter that is worth our earnest-

ness." Miss Amedroz said nothing as to the

Captain's earnestness, though, perhaps, her

ideas as to his ideas about religion were
more correct than those held by Mrs. Win-
terfield. But it would not have suited her

to raise any argument on that subject. " I

pray for you, Clara," continued the old

lady ;
" and will do so as long as the power

of prayer is left to me. I hope,— 1 hope
you do not cease to pray for yourself?"

" I endeavour, aunt."
" It is an endeavour which, if really made,

never fails."

Clara said nothing more, and her aunt
also remained silent. Soon afterwards, the

four-wheeled carriage, with the demure sta-

ble-boy, came to the door, and Clara was
driven up and down through the streets of

Perivale in a manner which was an injury

to her. She knew that she was suffering

an injustice, but it was one of which she

could not make complaint. She submitted

to her aunt, enduring the penances that

were required of her ; and, therefore, her
aunt had opportunity enough to see her
shortcomings. Mrs. Winterfield did see

them, and judged her accordingly. Captain
Aylmer, being a man and a Member of
Parliament, was called upon to bear no such
penances, and, therefore, his shortcomings
were not suspected.

But, after all, what title had she ever
possessed to entertain expectations from
Mrs Winterfield ? When she thought of it

all in her room that night, she told herself

that it was strange that her aunt should
have spoken to her in such a way on such a

subject. But, then, so much had been said

to her on the matter by her father, so much,
no doubt, had reached her aunt's ears also,

the hope that her position with reference to

the rich widow at Perivale might be bene-
ficial to her had been so often discussed at

Belton as a make-weight against the extrav-
agance of the heir, there had already been
so much of this mistake, that she taught her-

self to perceive that the communication was
needed. " In her honesty she has not
chosen to leave me with false hopes," said

Clara to herself. And at that moment she
loved her aunt for her honesty.

Then, on the day but one following this

conversation as to the destiny of her aunt's

property, came the terrible tidings of her
brother's death. Captain Aylmer, who had

been in London at the time, hurried down
to Perivale, and had been the first to tell

Miss Amedroz what had happened. The
words spoken between them then had not

been many, but Clara knew that Captain
Aylmer had been kind to her ; and when he
had offered to accompany her to Belton, she

had thanked him with a degree of gratitude

which had almost seemed to imply more of re-

gard between them than Clara would have
acknowledged to exist. But in moments such

as those, soft words may be spoken and
hands may be pressed without any of that

meaning which soft words and the grasping

of hands generally carry with .them. As
far as Taunton Captain Aylmer did go with

Miss Amedroz, and there they parted, he on
his journey up to town, and she for her fa-

ther's desolate house at Belton.

CHAPTER II.

THE HEIR PROPOSES TO VISIT HIS COUSINS.

It was full summer at Belton, and the

sweet scent of the new hay filled the porch
of the old house with fragrance, as Clara
sat there alone with her work. Immediate-
ly before the house door, between that and
the old tower, there stood one of Farmer
Stovey's hay-carts, now empty, with an old

horse between the shafts looking as though
he were asleep in the sun. Immediately
beyond the tower the men were loading an-

other cart, and the women and children

were chattering as they raked the scattered

remnants up to the rows. Under the shad-
ow of the old tower, but in sight of Clara
as she sat in the porch, there lay the small

beer-barrels of the haymakers, and three or

four rakes were standing erect against the

old grey wall. It was now eleven o'clock,

and Clara was waiting for her father, who
was not yet out of his room. She had ta-

ken his breakfast to him in bed, as was her
custom; for he had fallen into idle ways,
and the luxury of his bed was, of all his re-

maining luxuries, the one that he liked the

best. After a while he came down to her,

having an open letter in his hand. Clara
saw that he intended either to show it to her
or to speak of it, and asked him therefore,

with some tone of interest in her voice,

from whom it had come. But Mr. Amedroz
was fretful at the moment, and instead of

answering her began to complain of his ten-

ant's ill-usage of him.
" What has he got his cart there for ? I

haven't let him the road up to the hall door.

I suppose he'll bring his things into the par-

lour next."
" I rather like it, papa."
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" Do you ? I can only say that you're

lucky in your tastes. I don't like it, I can
tell you."

" Mr. Stovey is out there. Shall I ask

him to have the things moved farther off?
"

" No, my dear,— no. I must bear it, as

I do all the rest of it. What does it mat-
ter? There'll be an end of it soon. He
pays his rent, and I suppose he is right to

do as he pleases. But 1 can't say that I like

it."

" Am I to see the letter, papa ? " she ask-

ed, wishing to turn his mind from the sub-

ject of the hay-carts.
" Well, yes. I brought it for you to see

;

though perhaps I should be doing better if I

burned it, and said nothing about it. It is a
most impudent production ; and heartless,

—

very heartless."

Clara was accustomed to such complaints
as these from her father. Everything that

everybody did around him he would call

heartless. The man pitied himself so much
in his own misery, that he expected to live

in an atmosphere of pity from others ; and
though the pity doubtless was there, he mis-

doubted it. He thought that Farmer Sto-

ver was cruel in that he had left the hay-
cart near the house, to wound his eyes by
reminding him that he was no longer mas-
ter of the ground before his own hall door.

He thought that the women and children

were'cruel to chatter so near his ears. He al-

most accused his daughter of cruelty, be-

cause she had told him that she liked the
contiguity of the haymaking. Under such
circumstances as those which enveloped him
and her, was it not heartless in her to like

anything ? It seemed to him that the whole
world of Belton should be drowned in woe
because of his misery.

" Where is it from, papa ? " she asked.
" There, you may read it. Perhaps it is

better that you should know that it has been
written." Then she read the letter, which
was as follows :

—
"Plaistow Hall,— July, 186-."

Though she had never before seen the

handwriting, she knew at once from whence
came the letter, for she had often heard of

Plaistow Hall. It was the name of the

farm at which her distant cousin, Will Bel-

ton, lived, and her father had more than
once been at the trouble of explaining to

her, that though the place was called a hall,

the house was no more than a farmhouse.
He had never seen Plaistow Hall, and had
never been in Norfolk ; but so much he
could take upon himself to say, " They call

all the farms halls down there." It Avas not
wonderful that he should dislike his heir

:

and, perhaps, not unnatural that he should
show his dislike after this fashion. Clara,

when she read the address, looked up into

her father's face. " You know who it is

now," he said. And then she read the let-

ter.

"Plaistow Hall,— July, 186-.
" My dear Sir,

" I have not written to you before since

your bereavement, thinking it better to wait
awhile ; but I hope you have not taken me to

be unkind in this, or have supposed me to be
unmindful of your sorrow. Now I take up
my pen, hoping that I may make you under-
stand how greatly I was distressed by what has
occurred. I believe I am now the nearest male
relative that you have, and as such I am very
anxious to be of service to you if it may be
possible. Considering the closeness of our con-

nection, and my position in reference to the

property, it seems bad that we should never
meet. I can assure you that you would find

me very friendly if we could manage to come
together.

" I should think nothing of running across

to Belton, if you would receive me at your
house. I could come very well before harvest,

if that would suit you, and would stay with
you for a week. Pray give my kindest, regards

to my cousin Clara, whom I can only just re-

member as a very little girl. She was with her
aunt at Perivale when I was at Belton as a

boy. She shall find a friend in me if she wants
a friend. " Your affectionate cousin,

" W. Belton."

Clara read the letter very slowly, sa that

she might make herself sure of its tone and
bearing before she was called upon by her
father to express her feelings respecting it.

She knew that she would be expected to

abuse it violently, and to accuse the writer

of vulgarity, insolence, and cruelty ; but
she had already learned that she must not

allow herself to accede to all her father's

fantasies. For his sake, and for his pro-

tection, it was necessary that she should

differ from him, and even contradict him.

Were she not to do so, he would fall into

a state of wailing and complaining that

would exaggerate itself almost to idiocy.

And it was imperative that she herself

should exercise her own opinion on many
points, almost without reference to him.

She alone knew how utterly destitute she

I

would be when he should die. He, in the

first days of his agony, had sobbed forth

his remorse as to her ruin ; but, even when
doing so, he had comforted himself with the

remembrance of Mrs. Winter-field's money,
and Mrs. Winterfield's affection for his

daughter. And the aunt, when she had
declared her purpose to Clara, had told
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herself that the provision made for Clara

by her father was sufficient. To neither

of them had Clara told her own position.

She could not inform her aunt that her

father had given up to the poor reprobate

who had destroyed himself all that had

been intended for her. Had she done so

she would have been asking her aunt for

charity. Nor would she bring herself to

add to her father's misery, by destroying

the hopes which still supported him. She

never spoke of her own position in regard

to money, but she knew that it had become
her duty to live a wary, watchful life, tak-

ing much upon herself in their impover-

ished household, and holding her own opin-

ion against her father's when her doing so

became expedient. So she finished the

letter in silence, and did not speak at the

moment when the movement of her eyes

declared that she had completed the task.

M Well," said he.
" I do not think my cousin means badly."
" You don't ! I do, then. I think he

means very badly. What business has he

to write to me, talking of his position ?
"

" I cau't see anything amiss in his doing

so, papa. I think he wishes to be friendly.

The property will be his some day, and I

don't see why that should not be men-
tioned, when there is occasion."

" Upon my word, Clara, you surprise me.

But women never understand delicacy in

regard to money. They have so little to

do with it, and think so little about it, that

they have no occasion for such delicacy."

Clara could not help the thought that to

her mind the subject was present with suf-

ficient frequency to make delicacy very
desirable, if only it were practicable. But
of this she said nothing. " And what an-

swer will you send to him, papa ? " she

asked.

"None at all. Why should I trouble

myself to write to him ?
"

" I will take the trouble off your hands."
" And what will you say to him ?

"

u I will ask him to come here, as he pro-

poses."
« Clara !

"

u Why not, papa ? He is the heir to the

property, and why should he not be permit-

ted to see it? Tnere are many things in

which his co-operation with you might be a

comfort to you. I can't tell you whether
the tenants and people are treating you
well, but he can do so; and, moreover, I

think he means to be kind. I do not see

why we should quarrel with our cousin

because he is the heir to your property.

It is not through any doing of his own that

he is so."

This reasoning had no effect upon Mr.

Amedroz, but his daughter's resolution car-

ried the point against him in spite of his

want of reason. No letter was written

that day, or on the next ; but on the day
following a formal note was sent off by
Clara, in which Mr. Belton was told that

Mr. Amedroz would be happy to receive

him at Belton Castle. The letter was writ-

ten by the daughter, but the father was
responsible for the formality. He sat over

her while she wrote it, and nearly drove

her distracted by discussing every word and
phrase. At last, Clara was so annoyed
with her own production, that she was al-

most tempted to write another letter un-

known to her father ; but the formal note

went.

"My dear Sir,
' I am desired by my father to say that

he will he happy to receive you at Belton

Castle, at the time fixed by yourself.

' Yours truly,
" Clara Amedroz."

There was no more than that, but that had
the desired effect; and by return of post

there came a rejoinder, saying that Will

Benton would be at the Castle on -the

fifteenth of August. '' They can do with-

out me for about ten days," he said in his

postscript, writing in a familiar tone, which
did not seem to have been at all checked
by the coldness of his cousin's note, — " as

our harvest will be late ; but I must be

back for a week's work before the par-

tridges."
" Heartless ! quite heartless !

" Mr Ame-
droz said as he read this. " Partridges !

to talk of partridges at such a time as

this !

"

Clara, however, would not acknowledge
that she agreed with her father ; but she

could not altogether restrain a feeling on
her own part that her cousin's good humour
towards her and Mr. Amedroz should have

been repressed by the tone of her letter

to him. The man was to come, however,

and she would not judge of him until he

was there.

In one house in the neighbourhood, and
in only one, had Miss Amedroz a friend

with whom she was intimate ; and as re-

garded even this single friend, the intimacy

was the effect rather of circumstances than

of real affection. She liked Mrs. Askerton,

and saw her almost daily ; but she could
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hardly tell herself that she loved her neigh-

bour.

In the little town of Belton, close to the

church, there stood a pretty, small house,

called Belton Cottage. It was so near the

church that strangers always supposed it

to be the parsonage ; but the rectory stood

away out in the country, half a mile from
the town, on the road to Redicote, and was
a large house, three stories high, with
grounds of its own, and very ugly. Here
lived the old bachelor rector, seventy years
of age, given much to long absences when
he could achieve them, and never on good
terms with his bishop. His two curates

lived at Redicote, where there was a second
church. Belton Cottage, which was occu-

pied by Colonel Askerton and Mrs. Asker-
ton, was on the Amedroz property, and
had been hired some two years since by the

Colonel, who was then a stranger in the

country and altogether unknown to the

Belton people. But he had come there

for shooting, and therefore bis coming had
been understood. Even as long ago as

two years since, there had been neither use

nor propriety in keeping the shooting for

the squire's son, and it had been let with
the cottage to Colonel Askerton. So
Colonel Askerton had come there with his

wife, and no one in the neighbourhood had
known anything about them. Mr. Ame-
droz, with his daughter, had called upon
them, and gradually there had grown up an
intimacy between Clara and Mrs. Askerton.
There was an opening from the garden of

Belton Cottage into the park, so that famil-

iar intercourse was easy, and Mrs. Asker-
ton was a woman who knew well how to

make herself pleasant to such another wo-
man as Miss Amedroz.
The reader may as well know at once

that rumours 'prejudicial to the Askertons
reached Belton before they had been estab-

lished there for six months. At Taunton,
which was twenty miles distant, these ru-

mours were very rife, and there were people
there who knew with accuracy, — though
probably without a grain of truth in their

accuracy,— every detail in the history of

Mrs. Askerton's life. And something, too,

reached Clara's ears, — something from old

Mr. Wright, the rector, who loved scandal,

and was very ill-natured. " A very nice

woman," the rector had said ;
" but she does

not seem to have any belongings in particu-

lar." " She has got a husband," Clara had
replied with some little indignation, for she

had never loved Mr. Wright. " Yes ; I sup-

pose she has got a husband." Then Clara
had, in her own judgment, accused the rec-

tor of lying, evil-speaking, and slandering,

and had increased the measure of her cordi-

ality to Mrs. Askerton. But something more
she had heard on the same subject at Peri-

vale. " Before you throw yourself into close

intimacy with the lady, I think you should
know something about her," Mrs Winter-
field had said to her. " I do know some-
thing about her; I know that she has the

manners and education of a lady, and that

she is living affectionately with Ker husband,
who is devoted to her. What more ought I

to know ? " " If you really do know all that,

you know a great deal," Mrs. Winterfield

had replied.
" Do you know anything against her,

aunt ? " Clara asked, after a pause.

There was another pause before Mrs.

Winterfield answered. ''No, my dear; I

cannot say that I do. But I think that

young ladies, before they make intimate

friendships, should be very sure of their

friends."

"You have already acknowledged that I

know a great deal about her," Clara replied.

And then the conversation was at an end.

Clara had not been quite ingenuous, as she

acknowledged to herself. She was aware
that her aunt would not permit herself to

repeat rumours as to the truth of which
she had no absolute knowledge. She under-

stood that the weakness of her aunt's cau-

tion was due to the old lady's sense of

charity and dislike of slander. But Clara

had buckled on her armour for Mrs. Asker-

ton, and was glad, therefore, to achieve her

little victory. When we buckle on our
armour in any cause, we are apt to go on
buckling it, let the cause become as weak
as it may ; and Clara continued her intima-

cy with Mrs. Askerton, although there was
something in the lady's modes of speech,

and something also in her modes of thinking,

which did not quite satisfy the aspirations

of Miss Amedroz as to a friend.

Colonel Askerton himself was a pleasant,

quiet man, who seemed to be contented

with the life which he was leading. For
six weeks in April and May he would go up
to town, leaving Mrs. Askerton at the cot-

tage,— as to which, probably jovial, absence

in the metropolis there seemed to be no

spirit of grudging on the part of the wife.

On the first of September a friend would

come to the cottage and remain there for

six weeks' shooting ; and during the winter

the Colonel and his wife always went to

Paris for a fortnight. Such had been their

life for the last two years ; and thus,— so

said Mrs. Askerton to Clara,— did they in-

tend to live as long as they could keep the
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cottage at Belton. Society at Belton they

had none, and, — as they said,— d< sired

none. Between them and Mr. Wright
there was only a speaking acquaintance.

The married curate at Redicote would not

let his wife call on Mrs. Askerton, and the

unmarried curate was a hard-worked, cleri-

cal hack, — a parochial nvnister at all times

and seasons, who went to no houses except

the houses of the poor, and who would hold

communion with no man, and certainly with

no woman, who would not put up with cleri-

cal admonitions for Sunday backslidings.

Mr. Amedroz himself neither received guests

or went as a guest to other men's houses.

He would occasionally stand for a while at

the gate of the Colonel's garden, and re-

peat the list of his own woes as long as his

neighbour would stand there to hear it.

But there was no society at Belton, and
Clara, as far as she herself was aware, was
the only person with whom Mrs. Askerton
held any social intercourse, except what she

might have during her short annual holiday

in Paris.
" Of course, you are right," she said, when

Clara told her of the proposed coming of

Mr. Belton. " If he turn out to be a good
fellow, you will have gained a great deal.

And should he be a bad fellow, you will

have lost nothing. In either case you will

know him, and considering how he stands

towards you, that itself is desirable."
" But if he should annoy papa ?

"

" In your papa's condition, my dear, the

coming of any one will annoy him. At
least, he will say so ; though I do not in the

least doubt that he will like the excitement
better even than you will."

" I can't say there will be much excite-

ment to me."
" No excitement in a young man's coming !

into the house ! Without shocking your

!

propriety, allow me to say that that is im-
j

possible. Of course, he is coming to see ;

whether he can't make matters all right by
marrying you."

" That's nonsense, Mrs. Askerton."
" Very well. Let it be nonsense. But

why shouldn't he ?" It's just what he ought

to do. He hasn't got a wife; and, as far as

I know, you haven't got a lover."

" I certainly have not got a lover."

" Our religious nephew at Perivale does

not seem to be of any use."

" I wish, Mrs. Askerton, you would not

speak of Captain Aylmer in that way. I

don't know any man whom I like so much,
or at any rate better, than Captain Aylmer

;

but I hate the idea that no girl can become
acquainted with an unmarried man without

having her name mentioned with his, and
having to hear ill-natured remarks of that

kind "

" I hope you will learn to like this other

man much better. Think how nice it will

be to be mistress of the old place after all

!

And then to go back to the old family name !

If I were you, I would make up my mind
not to let him leave the place till I had
brought him to my feet."

' If you go on like that I will not speak

to you about him again."
" Or rather not to my feet,— for gentle-

men have laid aside the humble way of

making love for the last twenty years at

least ; but I don't know whether the women
haven't gained quite as much by the change

as the men."
u As I know nothing will stop you when

you once get into a vein of that kind, I

shall go," said Clara. u And till this man
has come and gone I shall not mention his

name again in your presence."
" So be it," said Mrs. Askerton ;

" but as

I will promise to say nothing more about

him, you need not go on his account." But
Clara had got up, and did leave the cottage

at once.

Major-General Sheridan has been sent

to Texas to reduce the rebellion still lingering

there. He will find troops enough for his pur-

pose at New Orleans and along the Mississippi.

Probably Kirby Smith will not give any great
trouble after losing his hope of the co-opera-

tion of Mr. Jefferson Davis. The Shrieveport
Sentinel, however, of 27th of April, reports a
meeting there to stimulate Texas to rebellion,

in which, one of the speakers, Colonel Fournoy,
pronounced in his peroration what it calls " a

glowing panegyric on Booth, the assassin of

Mr. Lincoln." The meeiing was, however, held

before the surrender of Johnston or the capture

of Mr. Davis, and General Sheridan will proba-

bly soon induce a change of view in General

Kirby Smith. General Magruder also declared

on the 25th of April his intention to continue

the war in Texas, but he admitted that he re-

lied on Mexico for help, and that support will

certainly fail him.— Spectator, 3d June.
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DE MORNY AND DE MORTUIS.

TWO PICTURES.

From Life.

A youth of wild excess, where every vice—
The glutton's, gambler's, letcher's had its

turn,

Yet ruled by a cool blood and brain precise,

Which nor shame checked nor sin could
rouse to burn.

A manhood from sheer foulness scarce re-

deemed
By one short interval of soldier- life,

Where scorn of all things stoic courage seemed,
And won such honour as finds root in strife.

That warfare o'er, and those cheap palms still

green,

A glad return to the Parisian sty,

With appetites for brief restraint more keen,
Large lusts to feed, and lessened means to

buy.

Then arts of industry, in stock and share,
The gambler's pra ticeto the Bourse applied,

With that cool blood, that brain, alert and
ware,

Still keeping roguery on law's windward side.

Till, when the House of Orleans met its doom,
And the Republic had out-played its hour,

His life- long purpose veiled in studied gloom,
The Nephew of my Uncle crept to power.

Then this great boursier laid his sceptre down,
To one more great than he yielding the

pas,—
The master-gambler who all coups dared crown
With that colossal coup the coup d'etat.

As a half brother— half in brains and blood—
Should serve half-brother, he this master

served
With a cool daring, by no bar withstood,

That brooked no check, and at no terror

swerved.

And he had his reward : so near the Throne,
What secret men would buy but he would

sell?

The " turn of the market " now was all his own,
And practice taught him how to use it well.

So he lived— cynical and calm and cool,

Courteous of speech, of manners polished
fair,

Ruling French legislators with a rule

That English lacqueys had not brooked to

bear

:

With everything that the world's wealth could

buy,
With nothing that the world's respect should

bring

;

And when lie died he could find tongues to lie,

Hands flowers of falsehood o'er his grave to

fling

!

After Death.

First Schneider took the brush, coulenr de rose

Laid in for ground-, and with bo Id hand be-

gan
To model up, in lineaments and pose,

The portrait of groat statesmen and good
man.

" Firm in his principles, in judgment wise.

Prompt tj conceive as he to act was skilled

Order and progress graced alike ro prize,

Noblest support of Throne as nobly tilled.

" Such in high office he ne'er ceased to be :

Such in the public love we saw him grow,
And in his colleagues' hearts, that bleed with

me,
Dearer and dearer, as our loss we know

;

" Impartial President, just and unblamed,
He with firm hand discussion's license

checked :

Admitting all to argument, he claimed
For men and institutions due respect.

" In private life beloved, his generous heart

Drew all affections with resistless po^er :

In public life, his the wise counsellor's part,

Who reads aright the lesson of the hour/'

As large of line, of colouring ns brave
As this from Schneider's pencil bright and

bland,

The second portrait, at that open grave,

Dashed in by ready Rouher's facile hand.

"Life's fiirht well fought, the task of duty done,

Upon his death- bed the pure patriot see,

Loosing this earth's affections, one by one,

Into God's bosom so to pass more free."

Pure, gentle, tolerant, wise, and debonair—
What virtues or good gifts but met in him ?

Till looking on this image, we despair

To think what eclipse France's sky must dim

With the extinction of the shining star,

That such a wondrous radiance can fling. -

But still a life's a life, and lights there are

Seen after death, that from corruption sprim

Punch.
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Ffom Macmillan's Magazine.

THE DEATH OK PRESIDENT LINCOLN.

BY GOLDWIN SMITH.

We were writing of President Lincoln
but a few months ago. His death and its

probable consequences call for a few addi-

tional words.

The small country lawyer of Illinois has
died lamented by the nations, and all that is

most august in the world has paid its tribute

to his grave. What is more, the best men
among his own people feel that America
has gained one more ideal character, the
most precious and inspiring of national pos-

sessions. If it be so, the second of the two
ideal characters bears a close resemblance
to the first. The glory of Lincoln, like that

of Washington, has nothing in it dazzling or

grandiose ; it is the quiet halo which rests

round the upright, self-devoted, unwavering
and unwearying performance of the hardest
public duty. But its quiet light will shine

steadily when many a meteor that has flamed
in history has been turned, by the judgment
of a sounder morality, to darkness.

Washington was an honourable and high-

minded English gentleman, cast in that an-

cient mould of self-control, dignity, and duty.

Lincoln was an English yeoman, with all

the qualities of that strong, kindly, and de-

vout race, to which his legal training, not
commenced soon enough to alter the ground-
plan of his character, had superadded a le-

gal acuteness, useful in constitutional dis-

cussions, and an abiding reverence for law,
which, in spite of a few questionable exer-
tions of his military authority in the shape
of arbitrary arrests, never deserted him in

the midst of a raging revolution. Between
the Presidencies of these two men there was
an almost uninterrupted succession of politi-

cians formed in a very different school—
the school of French revolutionary senti-

ment and Slave-owning Republicanism—
the school of which Jefferson was the type
and the chief: Jefferson, whose French
vanity imbittered with slander and intrigue

the last years of Washington, and whose
bloodthirsty philanthropy, of the French
model, prepared the way for the wicked
war of 1812.

It has been said that in the work of those
whom the world calls great there are always
two elements, one produced by their just

discernment of their times, which is almost
always lasting, the other more individual,

and more connected with personal schemes
and aspirations, which is apt to pass away.
Guizot, in a well-known passage, has illus-

trated this remark in the case of Charle-

magne. No man's work ever had in it more
of the first element, and less of the second,
than that of Lincoln. No man's work, there-

fore, by this rule, ought to be more lasting.

His action as a statesman was, and he avow-
edly desired that it should be, simply a wise
and seasonable embodiment of the national
will. He registered in his policy the resolu-

tions of his people— their determination to

take up the gage of battle which the slave-

owners flung down at Fort Sumter— their

determination, having entered on the con-
test, to carry it through, in spite of all rever-
ses, to a victorious issue— above all, their

awakening morality and increasing fixed-

ness of purpose on the cardinal subject of
slavery. With unaffected modesty he dis-

claimed all credit for extraordinary foresight

or for originality of conception. He profess-

ed to wait on events, or rather on the mani-
festations of the moral forces around him,
wherein, with a mind sobered by responsi-
bility and unclouded by selfishness, he ear-
nestly endeavored to read the will of God,
which, having read it, he patiently followed
to the best of his power. In him his nation
has lost not a king or a prophet— not a
creative moulder of its destinies or an in-

spired unfolder of its future— but simply a
sensible interpreter, and a wise, temperate,
honest executor of its own better mind.
No popular chief has played so great a

part since Cromwell. But the difference

between Cromwell and Lincoln is the dif-

ference between an era of great men and
an era of great nations.

To act worthily, however, as the head of
a great nation— to discern its better mind
— to retain its confidence in dire extremity,
a man must have no ordinary qualities of
his own, and may claim for himself a noble
share in the result. Mr. Bancroft has put
the case well in a speech on the President's

death, which has just come over to us.

" Those who come after us will decide how
much of the wonderful results of his public career
is due to his own good common sense, his shrewd
sagacity, readiness of wit, quick interpretation

of the public mind, his rare combination of fix-

edness and pliancy, his steady tendency of pur-
pose ; how much to the American people, who,
as he walked with them side by side, inspired
him with their own wisdom and energy ; and
how much to the overruling laws of the moral
world, by which the selfishness of evil is made
to defeat itself. But after every allowance, it

will remain that members of the Government
which preceded his administration opened the
gates to treason, and he closed them ; that when
he went to Washington the ground on which he
trod shook under his feet, and he left the re-

public on a solid foundation ; that traitors had
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seized public forts and arsenals, and he recover-

ed tliem for the United States to whom they be-

longed ; that the capital, which he found the

abode of slaves, is now the home only of the

free ; that the boundless public domain which
was grasped at, and, in a great measure, held for

the diffusion of slavery, is now irrevocably de

voted to freedom ; that then men talked a jargon

of a balance of power in a republic between

stave States and free States, and now the fool-

ish words are blown away for ever by the breath

of Maryland, Missouri, and Tennessee ; that a
terrible cloud of political heresy rose from the

abyss, threatening to hide the light of the sun,

and under its darkness a rebellion was rising in-

to indefinable proportions ; now the atmosphere

is purer than ever before, and the insurrection

is vanishing away ; the country is cast into

another mould, and the gigantic system of

wrong, which had been the work of more than

two centuries, is dashed down, we hope for ever.

And as to himself personally: he was theu scoffed

at by the proud as unfit for his station, and now,
against the usage of later years, and in spite of

numerous competitors, he was the unbiassed

and the undoubted choice of the American peo-

ple for a second term of service., Through all the

mad business of treason he retained the sweet-

ness of a most placable disposition ; and the

slaughter of myriads of the best on the battle-

field, and the more terrible destruction ofour men
in captivity by the slow torture of exposure and
starvation, had never been able to provoke him
into harboring one vengeful feeling or one pur

pose of cruelty."

" The Emancipation Proclamation was

signed July 5, 1864, and sealed with his

blood, April 14, 1865." This is wh it a motto

composed for an occasion of public excite-

ment seldom is— a true account of the mat-

ter. Lincoln has fallen a martyr to the

Abolition of Slavery. He was noo a fanati-

cal Abolitionist. He would have done noth-

ing unconstitutional to effect immediate

emancipation. In this respect, as in others,

he was a true representative oi the hard-

headed and sober-minded farmer of the

West. But he hated slavery with all his

heart. He was himself one of a family of
j

fugitives from its dominions. He said that
;

*•• if slavery was not wrong, nothing was

wrong ;
" and though these words were not

violent, they were sincere. He said that the

day must come when the Union would be

all slave or all free; and here again he

meant what he said. He did not, as Presi-

dent, suffer himself to hold fierce language

against slavery ; nor would he, though hard

pressed by those for whose character and

convictions he had a high respect, allow

himself to be led into premature and illegal

measures for its instant extirpation. But

biding his time with patient sagacity, he

struck it deliberately and legally the blow
of which it had died. It struck him in re-

turn the blow which will make him live in

the love of his nation and of mankind for

ever.

The instigators of Booth may not be trac-

ed. It is possible, perhaps most probable,

that he had no instigators. It is morally
certain that the aspiring, though unscrupu-
lous men, who were at the head of the Con-
federate Government would not have stoop-

ed to suborn a kidnapper; much less an as-

sassin.* But the deed was inspired by Sla-

very, under the full influence of which the

assassin had lived, and of which, if the let-

ter ascribed to him be genuine (and its gen-
uineness seems not to be questioned), he
proclaimed himself the fanatical devotee* It

is of a piece with the assault on Mr Sum-
ner, with -the St. Alban's raid, with the Fort
Pillow massacre, with the attempt to fire

New York, with the insults offered to the
corpses of Federal soldiers, with the mur-
derous maltreatment of the Federal prison-

ers at Andersonville, with the cruelties

practised on slaves, with the burning of ne-

groes alive, with the lynchings, bowie-knif-

ings, and ferocious duels of the South. We
cannot trace the instigators of Ravaillac

;

probably in this case also there were none
;

but we do not doubt that the source of his

inspiration was Jesuitism, and that he was
virtually an emissary of that power. Mr.
Mason tells us that the spirit of tyrannicide,

associated with, and pernaps stimulated by,

the name of Junius Brutus, is alien to " the

Conservative South." But we venture to

think he is much mistaken. Sic semper
tyrannis, as all the world now know, is the

motto of Virginia. It means, in the mouth
of a Virginian, that the passions of the slave-

owner shall be above the law, and that every

one who thwarts those passions, though it is

in the name of the law, shall be struck down
as a tyrant. The tyrannic idal republics of

heathen antiquity were republics of slave-

owners. And the spirit of the heathen re-

publics, though by no means their classical

grace, is reproduced in the Slave States.

The ideal of the Free States, however, im-

perfectly realized, is that of a Christian

community, not of a heathen republic.

It is pleasant, now that Lincoln has fallen,

to recall his personal kindness and humanity.

In the execution of his public duty, as chief of

a nation engaged (not by his act, but by the

*The utmost that we expect to come to is that the
Richmond Government authorized the Canadian
conspirators, and that these conspirators, or some of

them, were connected in some way with a plot tor

kidnapping the President, which led to his assassina*

lion.
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act of those who fired upon Fort Sumter)

in civil war, he had to give terrible orders

;

orders which launched havoc upon great

territories, and sent thousands of men to

bloody graves. But he had done nothing

to make a personal enemy. He might truly

say, as he did when he refused to triumph

over his defeated rival at the last Presiden-

tial election, " I have never willingly plant-

ed a thorn in any man's bosom." And no
doubt the consciousness of this conspired

with the habitual freedom and unguardedness

of American life to betray him into a neg-

lect of precautions for his personal safety,

which must have surprised every one who
was accustomed to the guards of European
sovereigns, and which held open the door to

Murder. That a low assassin should have

been allowed quietly to walk along the pas-

sage of the theatre leading to the Presi-

dent's box, and deliberately take aim at the

most precious life in a great nation, is one

of the strangest incidents in history. The
Americans have had everything to learn in

this war ; and practical experience now
teaches them that a " tyrant " requires a

guard.

One protection, indeed, there was which
Lincoln might think he possessed ; and
which he would have possessed, if an infu-

riated Malay were capable of reflecting on

the consequences of his actions. Had the

Vice-President officiously advised the Presi-

dent to surround himself with a guard, the

President might have replied as Charles II.

did to the Duke of York, " Brother, I thank
you for your kindness, but depend upon it,

nobody will kill me to make you king."

Slavery seems determined thoroughly to

work out its own doom, and it is difficult to

accuse of superstition or presumption those

who trace the action of Providence in this

desperate and determined suicide of Evil.

Nothing but secession could have put the

institution in immediate jeopardy, so strongly

had it entrenched itself under the old De-
mocratic party. When secession had taken
place, it is more than doubtful whether any-

thing but the aggressive violence of the

slave-owner, which led him, instead of stand-

ing simply on the defensive, to fire on the

national flag at Fort Sumter, would have
wound up the spirit of the nation to the

point of coercing him with arms. All his

early successes only served to render com-
promise impossible. The obstinacy and te-

nacity of his resistance first drew forth the

Emancipation Proclamation, and at length

brought negro soldiers into the field. And
now that slavery has at last been vanquish-

ed, it strikes down mercy. Were there some

things yet remaining to be done in order to

secure the fruits of the victory to the nation

and humanity, from which the kind heart,

depicted on Lincoln's pensive countenance,
would have shrunk ? The thought is a dan-
gerous one, but the South and their friends

can scarcely be astonished if it rises in

Northern minds.

In passing from Lincoln to Johnson, the

sceptre (and the President under the pres-

ent circumstances is really an elective king)

has passed into sterner hands. So much
even the American ambassador intimates in

no ambiguous terms. Lincoln came from
Illinois, a State which had never suffered

from Southern invasion, and which had wa-
ged the war, indomitably indeed, and with a

lavish expenditure of its best blood (as many a

grave beside its villages, many a vacant place

beside its hearts, bears witness), but in no
spirit of deadly bitterness against the South-
erners, and with probably as little animosity

as one of the two belligerent communities
can feel towards the other. Johnson comes
from Tennessee, where the feeling between
the Union and Secession parties is as that

between the Guelphs and the Ghibellines in

an Italian republic at the height of their

deadly feud— where, at the outbreak of the

revolt, the Unionists were hunted down like

wild beasts by the dominant Secessionists,

and where Johnson himself, as an Abdiel
among the Rebel Powers, had suffered

treatment at their hands which wpuld hard-

ly fail to leave its trace. We seem to have
been deceived as to the character of this

man. His intoxication on the day of his

inauguration as Vice-President is positively

stated to have been accidental, or rather to

have arisen from the injudicious following of

medical advice. All that he has done since

his accession to the Presidency has been
good. His speech to our ambassador was
statesmanlike in conception, as well as most
friendly in tone. If, as we are assured, and
as appears to be the case, he is a strong man,
he will be sobered by high responsibility, and
redeemed from the violence of provincial

faction by the influences of an ampler scene.

Perhaps, after startling and alarming the

world by his elevation, he may win its confi-

dence by his conduct, and, like his prede-

cessor, change astonishment into respect.

He has hitherto adopted no practical meas-
ure of severity against the South— for we
can scarcely regard as a measure of severity

the removal of ex-Confederate officers, who
were flaunting their " rebel " uniforms in

the eyes of the loyal citizens of Washington
and Baltimore. But he holds stern language
against " traitors," and says ominous things
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about the deserved penalties of " treason ;

"

and it is clear that the public impression,

which can hardly be mistaken, is that, since

his accession, Mercy, though she has not

been " turned out of doors," has, to some ex-

tent, given way to Justice.

It is easy for us, sitting at our ease and
exempt from the mortal agony and peril I It may not be easy to define the attributes

of the civil war, to play the fine part of I of an insurgent Government, or to say

preaching clemency to a nation which has I what degree of constancy must have been
just narrowly escaped being murdered in attained before the sto.tus of such a Govern-
its sleep by its own trusted servants, and

J

ment can be acquired ; but policy as well

has saved its life, only at the expense of a i as humanity suggests a liberal construction,

whatever name, or in whatever guise, rec-

ognized the de facto existence of that

Government, and barred himself and all

whom he represented from inflicting upon
whose who had adhered to it, during its

actual existence, and within the range of

its actual power, the penalties of treason.

heavy mortgage on its industry and an
ocean of its best blood. When we had
crushed the Sepoys, different counsels were
heard, not only amidst the cruel panic of

Calcutta, but among Englishmen them-
selves. Neither the people nor the states-

men of America have yet shown any want
of humanity or even of generosity towards

their defeated enemy. Their treatment

since the opposite construction is, in effect,

a proclamation of internecine war. One
thing seems clear. The established Gov-
ernment may, at the outset, elect to treat

the insurgents either as rebels or as bellig-

erents, at its discretion. If it elects to

treat them as rebels, it incurs the terrible

responsibility of suspending, for both par-

ties alike, the laws of war. If it elects to

of the Southern prisoners in their hands
j

treat them as belligerents, it by no means
was a sure earnest of their treatment of

the vanquished South itself. They can
see, as well as we, that what they have
now to do is not, like a European despot-

ism, to hold down a subjugated province,

but to reincorporate a part of a divided

nation ; and that to effect this, they will

have to re-establish ultimately, not only

outward submission, but the allegiance of

the heart. They know as well as we do,

that the grass grows over blood shed on

the field of battle, but not over blood shed

on the scaffold. History preaches as plain-

ly to them as to us ; and tells them as

plainly as she tells us, that the execution

of Charles I. was an error, the fatal ef-

fects of which have not ceased to be felt

by the political heirs of the party which
committed it, down to the present hour.

The Confederates are continually spoken
of as " rebels," and " traitors," but these

terms may fairly be taken rather as pas-

sionate expressions of loyalty on the part,

of those who utter them, than as seriously

denoting an intention of inflicting the legal

penalties of treason on those who for four

years have been treated as regular belliger-

ents, with a constant interchange of all the

forms, humanities, and courtesies of war.

When General Grant permitted the officers

of the capitulating army to retain their

side-arms, he recognized their character

as officers, and consequently the validity

of their commissions, and the existence of

the de facto Government from which their

commissions had been received. In like

manner, the President, by meeting envoys

from the Confederate Government, under

abjures thereby its own right to restore its

dominion over them, if it can, by force of

arms ; but it does abjure the right of after-

wards treating them as rebels.

Viewing the Confederates as insurgents

to whom the character of belligerents has

been accorded during the civil war by the

Government which has now re-established

its dominion over them, there are three

classes of measures, more or less of a penal

character, which morality seems to permit,

and, so far as they are necessary, to pre-

scribe— (1) All measures necessary for

the complete and final extirpation of Slav-

ery, the manifest cause of the late disrup-

tion and of the calamities which it has en-

tailed
; (2) all measures necessary for the

complete and final suppression of military

resistance
; (3) all such suspensions or limi-

tations of political rights as may be neces-

sary to guard against treasonable action

in the councils of the State. The Govern-
ment is of course also authorized to punish,

in the ordinary way of justice, all criminal

acts not covered by the laws of war, such

as complicity in the murder of the Presi-

dent, and complicity (if it can really be

traced) in the murder, by wilful maltreat-

ment, of Federal prisoners of war. Such
murder of prisoners seems to fall under the

same category as the murder of the wound-
ed on the field of battle, for which we very

properly hanged a Russian officer in the

Crimea. These appear to be the limits;

and the temper of the Southerners and
of the partisans of the insurrection in the

North, will, it is to be feared, render them
comprehensive enough.
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For the rest, of all that the prophets of
evil have predicted, nothing has yet come
to pass, or seems likely to come to pass.

The submission of the South appears to

be complete. The regular armies hav-
ing been overthrown, there appears no
sign of desperate popular resistance or pro-

tracted guerilla warfare. The " Revolu-
tion," which we were told was to open on
the conclusion of the war, has not yet

emerged from the darkness of the future.

The army and its chiefs remain in dutiful

subordination to the civil power. No ir-

regular personal ambition has yet broken
loose ; not the slightest attempt to erect a
military dictatorship has been made. Those
who predicted so confidently that " the
bauble would be taken away " again were,
in fact, about two centuries astray in their

reckoning. In the very article of victory,

the military expenditure has been promptly
reduced ; and the charges of meditated
aggression upon foreign nations have re-

ceived from the " filibustering " Govern-
ment of the United States the most practi-

cal and decisive confutation. This modera-
tion is more terrible than the most piratical

aggression. As to Mexico, if anything has
been done or permitted in that direction,

the Americans have at least as good a right

to lend assistance to the champions of in-

stitutions congenial to their own, as the
French Emperor had to take advantage
of American calamities for the purpose of
setting up an Imperial satrapy in a conti-

nent which lies beyond the sphere of his

legitimate ambition. Altogether, the " bub-
ble " continues to imitate with singular suc-

cess the outward appearance of adamant;
and we must ask, what is the next date
fixed for its inevitable " bursting ?

"

From The Spectator 3d June.

FRENCH JUDGMENT OF AMERICA.

A great man, condemned by his country-

men, " left his name and memory to foreign

nations and to the next age ;

" for it is in

nations, free at least from the passions and
prejudices of our own country, that we may
in some degree anticipate the impartialjudg-
ment offuture generations. In England those

who have dared to profess sympathy with the

Northern States ofthe American Union in the

dreadful struggle just concluding have until

now found themselves in so small a minority,

that they may reasonably look for sympathy
from this anticipated sentence of future
times. We propose therefore to-day to give

our readers some samples of the manner in
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which the subject has been treated by one of
the most justly reverenced of living French-
men, Count de Montalembert, who has just
published (in The Correspondent for May 25,
an article entitled " The victory of the North
in the United States."

What must strike every reader at first

sight is the hearty cordiality of the Count's
sympathy with the Americans. He is by
no means insensible to their faults, but he
evidently suffers at the sight of them as at

the shame of those near and dear to him.
He rejoices in their glory and virtue as he
would at those of his own brother. This is

exactly the feeling which one would hearti-

ly desire to see in Englishmen towards
Americans. It is hard, although it is easily

to be accounted for, that we should desire it

in vain ; lor after all the connexion of the
United States with France is merely political,

while we, though under different Govern-
ments, are in fact one nation with them.

Count de Montalembert begins with what
we must call a cry of joy, such as his ances-
tors may have raised at witnessing the prow-
ess of a favoured knight in a tournament,
then checking himself he asks,—

" But ought we indeed to rejoice and bless

God for this victory ? I answer without
hesitation— Yes ! It is right to thank God,
because a great nation has aroused itself and
forever purified itself from a hideous leprosy,

which gave to every enemy of liberty a pre-
text and an argument for reviling it,—, be-
cause it is at this moment justifying all the
hopes that were reposed in it ; because we
have need of it, and it is restored to us pen-
itent, triumphant, and saved. Yes, it is

right to thank God, because that leprosy of
slavery has disappeared under the sword of
the conquerors of Richmond, extirpated for

all future time from the only great nation,

which, together with Spain, was still infected

by it; because that great market of men
is closed forever, and never more for all fu-

ture time upon the glorious continent of
North America shall a human being, made in

the image of God, be set up to auction to be-

knocked down and given over, with his little

ones and with their mother as a prey to the

caprice, the cruel selfishness, the infamous-

gain, or the vile passions of one of his own
species. Yes, it is right to thank God,
because in this great and terrible struggle

between servitude and freedom, freedom
has remained victorious. Freedom, which,

among ourselves has often been the victim.

of blunders, treachery, and disorders, and
has so often been compromised and dishon-

ored by false friends and unworthy champi-
ons, had great need of one of those great

1363.
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changes of fortune which perforce open the

eyes of all men to its inestimable importance.

Yes, it is right to thank God, because accord-

ing to the most trustworthy testimony this

victory has remained pure ; because the good

cause has not been tarnished by any excess,

or stained by any crime ; because its advo-

cates have no cause to blush for its soldiers,

nor its soldiers for their chiefs, nor its chiefs

for their fortune, nor fortune itself for hav-

ing crowned base desires or wicked plots."

The United States had formerly been spo-

ken of by an illustrious Frenchman as " an
infant in swaddling clothes." " Well," he

replies, " it is now our work to say this in-

fant has grown up, it has become a man, and
that man is a giant. This people, the sub-

ject of scorn, misunderstanding, calumnies,

and ridicule in a crisis the most terrible

through which any nation could possibly pass,

has shown a degree of energy, self-devotion,

intelligence, and heroism which has put to

shame its ill-wishers and astounded the most

ardent of its friends. It takes its place to-

day on the highest step among the great

peoples of the world. Above all, we used

to be told, the American people can never

carry on a war, and if it does, whether valo-

rous or conquered, it will fall a prey to some

fortunate general, some Bonaparte, who will

be^in by being a dictator and end by being

a despot ; who will be called by his fellow-

citizens to save them, and in exchange for

savins them will demand what the Caesars

demanded— their honour and their liberty.

il Upon this point at least the experiment

has been tried, and never was prediction

more strikingly falsified. The Americans

:have been able to carry on a war. They
have done it with an energy, a spirit, and a

perseverance which no one can deny. They
have not become the prey of any general,

of any dictator, of any Caesar. They have

carried on the most difficult and most terri-

ble of all wars, a civil war. They have de-

veloped in it all the qualities, allthe virtues,

which make great military nations. It has

been on an immense scale. No modern na-

tion, not revolutionary France itself, with its

.fourteen armies, has raised and hurled against

the enemy forces so large in proportion to

the population, so well disciplined, so well

equipped, so steady under fire. Mere trades-

men have lavished upon the requirements of

the war their wealth with as much prodigal-

ity as the English shop-keepers in their strug-

gle against Napoleon, and their children with

a self-sacrifice as heroic as that of France in

1792 in its struggle against Europe. While
ridiculous detractors were denouncing to

Europe imaginary armies ofmercenaries more

than a million volunteers were taking arms,
on the one side in defence of the Union and
of republican institutions, on the other to

maintain their independence and local fran-

chises, and out of all this million of armed
men, Heaven be praised ! not one has be-

come either the butcher of his brethren or

the satellite of a dictator.
" Then among the " improvised " generals,

not only masters of tactics and strategy, but

great politicians, and great citizens," he
enumerates " Grant and Lee, Burnside and
Sherman, M'Clellan and Beauregard, Sheri-

dan and Stonewall Jackson." I designedly

name the leading chiefs of both the hostile

armies. For I rejoice to bear in mind that

in this respect at least it is to the whole
American people that the homage of our ad-

miration is due. Both parties, both corps,

have shown the same courage, the same in-

domitable obstinacy, the same marvellous

energy, the same fearless resolution, the

same self-denial, the same spirit of sacrifice.

All our sympathies are with the North, but
that by no means destroys the admiration

with which the heroism of the South inspires

us. Though displayed in the service of in-

justice and wrong, it was heroism none the

less. It even seems that some of the South-

erners have shown greater military merit,

greater energy and talent, greater spirit and
distinction, than their enemies, especially in

the earlier part of the struggle. It is impos-

sible not to admire them even while we re-

gret that qualities so high and so rare should

not have been devoted to a more blameless

cause. What men ! and, moreover, nay,

even more, what women ! As daughters,

wives, mothers, these Southern women have
revived in the midst of the nineteenth cen-

tury the patriotism, the self-devotion, the self-

denial of the women of Rome or the best

times of the Republic, The Clelias, the

Cornelias, the Portias, have found their rivals

in many a village, in many a plantation of

Louisiana and Virginia. Nay, even among
ourselves we have seen feeble maidens and
modest wives separated from their kindred,

deprived of their fortune, yet high-spirited

in their poverty, resigned to suffering, to

ruin, to exile, happy to offer their own part

of the sacrifice to the national cause, reject-

ing with indignation the least idea of a

transaction, of a concession, bearing in their

flashing eyes the unquestionable signs of

that determination which is the characteris-

tic of a manly race. Heroines like this

make us understand better than any expla-

nation of what sort of soldiers the armies of

the Confederates must have been composed
and what prodigies of resolution and perse-
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verance must have been required to over-

come them. Those prodigies have been
wrought, but at the cost of efforts and sac-

rifices which prove the obstinate hardihood

and astonishing firmness of the Southern
soldiers. Four years of efforts and seven

hundred thousand men were required to take

Richmond, the capital of the South. No
fortress, not Sebastopol itself, has cost such

efforts, and as for the European capitals,

many are not to be mentioned. So must
Berlin, Vienna, Madrid, Paris, remain to

witness.
" And thus this Republic, which was sup-

posed to be absorbed in trade and agricul-

ture, enervated by wealth and prosperity,

incapable of the efforts and sacrifices which
are required for war,— this Republic has

already shown itself upon battle-fields the

rival of the republics of Rome and Greece.

Like the Grecian republics, it has already

had its two Nervic wars— its Persian and
its Peloponnesian war. The war of 1774

to 1782, which created its nationality, and
the war of 1861 to 1865, which has put an
end to slavery, has engraved its name in the

first class among the records of martial glo-

ry. That is enough for it. God grant that

it may be able to stop without going farther

in this career of blood and danger !

" But even these martial virtues, rare and
heroic as they are, appear ordinary and in-

significant in comparison with those civil

virtues, of which the American race has

shown itself to be possessed in the course of

this terrible war. No one liberty suppress-

ed, no law violated, no voice stifled, no
guarantee given up, no dictatorship called

for. This is the true marvel, the highest

victory.
'• If here and there the military chiefs have

suspended some liberties, they have been
quickly restored by the civil authorities, and
everywhere the generals have shown the

most exemplary submission to the magis-

trates. Everywhere they have respectfully

listened to the voice of the civil -authorities

and submissively obeyed their laws. No
example has been reported of any pre-

sumption or insubordination on their part.

Conquerors or conquered, throughout this

long and cruel struggle, not one has gone
against this fundamental law of a free and
well-ordered land, not one has shown the

least symptom of realizing the predictions

of the false prophets. When Napoleon had
arrived at St Helena he said, " We shall see

what Wellington will do now." That great

despiser of the human conscience could not
understand how it could be possible that any
man should be content to live as a man of

honour and an ordinary Peer of Great Brit-

ain after having won the battle of Water-
loo. " We shall see what Grant and the

other victorious generals will do." Such is

at this moment the whispers of the detract-

ors of America and her institutions. The
glorious conqueror of Richmond has already

given them their answer. Placed seven
months before at the head of the chief Fed-
eral Army, and already invested with a for-

midable degree of popularity, Grant refused

to allow himself to be set up as a rival to

Lincoln at the last Presidential election.

He refused the chance of becoming chief

of the Republic in the place of the " rail-

splitter " by whom the sword had been en-

trusted to him to save the fatherland— as

saved it in fact he has.

" But what is truly touching, consoling, af-

fecting, is that this victory has hitherto re-

mained pure, no less pure than rightful.

Never at any period of history has any
great political struggle been carried, or any
great political question gained, at so little

cost to justice, to humanity, to the con-

science of man. Never was a great war
waged with more humanity. Having before

our eyes this combination of martial and
civic virtues in the same nation, are we not
right in declaring that the United States

have made good their right to be placed in

the first rank of the great peoples of the

modern world ? This high position will still

be long disputed and denied, but it will be-

come day by day nlore clear to generous and
truly Christian hearts, because it is founded
once for all upon that which is the great act

of contemporary history, the abolition of
slavery among Christians. For ever there

has disappeared that infamous code and
that social system which (to avoid all exag-
geration and declamation, and to make al-

lowance for happy exceptions as well as for

exceptional atrocities) reduced four millions

of human beings to live deprived of all reg-

ular marriage and of the right of recourse
to courts of justice, which made it a crime
to instruct them, which placed them in the
condition of animals more or less well treat-

ed in proportion to their value, which con-
demned the women to promiscuous inter-

course, husbands and wives, parents and
children to heartrending separations, which
exposed all of every age and sex to punish-
ments of which the cruelty alone was great-

er than the disgrace.
" To bring about this great work, so mar-

vellously accomplished before our eyes,

Providence has made use of instruments ap-
parently as obscure as they were weak and
insignificant. We do not, of, course, forge^
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the great writers and great orators who
have kindled in the course of emancipation

the flame of their eloquence. But we are

most affected by the thought that the irre-

sistible movement in America which is at

this moment triumphant over such obstacles

and such tempests was the work of a lady

novelist and of a man that was hanged,

more than of any one else. The novel

Uncle Tom's Cabin has been read by al-

most every one, but no one ever suspected

that it was to produce a triumphant and le-

gitimate revolution. The execution went

by with much less notice than the novel.

Here and there some one chanced to inter-

est himself in "old John Brown," the sub-

ject of such odious calumnies, who brought

to a close an adventurous but honourable

career by expiating upon the gallows the

crime of having desired to expose to the

world the horrors of American slavery by

exciting to insurrection a handful of Vir-

ginian negroes. Those by whom he was

sacrificed on December 2, 1859, imagined

that all was over. On the contrary, it was

all about to begin. The only thing which

had come to an end was the scandalous im-

punity of their murderous domination.

" Our readers have before them only a few

extracts from this stirring ode of triumph.

We can hardly doubt that they will read

the original, and still less that when they

read it they will wonder why we have omit-

ted this or that part, which they will think

probably even more striking than much
that we have inserted. We have been

obliged to ask ourselves the same question,

and our only answer must be that we have

not room for all. What we have selected

we have taken because it shows us the judg-

ment formed by a foreigner of large heart,

as well as great talents and eloquence, upon

the conduct and position of the American

people. Shame upon us that Englishmen

in general should be so slow to acknowl-

edge and honour the great and noble quali-

ties of our own flesh and blood ! For sure-

ly, though under separate Governments, the

British race on the two shores of the At-

lantic are but one people. Our space alone

forbids us to quote what the Count of Mon-
talembert says as to the feeling of English-

men of the higher classes, and the justice

he does to the labouring classes of Lanca-

shire ; or, again, his masterly summary of

the facts which prove that slavery was the

one only cause of the war, though indig-

nant at being compelled to prove so self-evi-

dent a matter ; or his wise remarks upon

the dangers which lie on the failure of the

great nation with which he so heartily sym-

pathizes, and upon the means of meeting
them.

From the Spectator.

THE NAPOLEONIC QUARREL.

The Emperor of the French, then, has

not been playing a comedy before the world.

He did not arrange with his cousin that

speech at Ajaccio which excited such con-

sternation among his Ministers, did not in-

tend to hint to France that, whatever his

attitude for the hour, he was at heart a

Democrat, in reality hostile to the Pope, in

secret the enemy of Austria, at bottom fully

determined to maintain the ancient alliance

of France with the United States. The
speech was a protest against his policy, not

an intimation that he had another and a dif-

ferent policy in reserve. If that is the case,

— and the rebuke in Le Moniteur has little

of high comedy about it,— we can scarcely

wonder at an irritation so profound that it

has surprised the Emperor out of his dis-

ciplined moderation. The speech was a
most serious event for him. The first object

of his life, now that he is satiated with lux-

ury and wearied with power, is to secure his

dynasty, and the one man of his family com-
petent, in the event of his own death, to

protect his son, the single Bonaparte except
himself who wields actual power in France,

has taken the occasion of his momentary
absence to raise the banner of the branche

cadette. The speech at Ajaccio, if not se-

cretly sanctioned, meant nothing less than

this, — a Bonapartist programme which was
not that of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. The
Napoleonic idea, suggests Jerome, is not the

idea we see realized, but another and more
democratic idea, a dictatorship it may be,

but one which shall permit freedom of the

press, of association, and of religion, which
shall break finally with the Papacy, termin-

ate the temporal power, aid Italy in her

rise to the first class, humiliate Austria to the

dust, and above all re-cement the alliance

which the " regeneration " of Mexico has

done so much to untie. That idea is to be

bold, aggressive, propagandist, not to shrink

from combinations, such, for example, as the

one which protected Poland, not to recede

before the priesthood, not to reverence ob-

stacles even though to overthrow them it

is necessary to disorganize Europe. The
Napoleonic idea in short is not to be a com-
promise between revolution and order, but

openly Jacobin in foreign affairs as in the

interior, to resemble the system of the Hun-
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dred Days and not the system of the triumph-
ant Empire. The programme is the more
dangerous because it will be to vast num-
bers of Frenchmen singularly attractive.

Educated France, if we may judge by a

hundred signs, is at this moment hungering
not for parlimentary government, or an

Orleanist regime, or the Bourbon family, but

for liberty of utterance and movement, for

the right to say what it likes and write what
it thinks, and combine for any object which
seems good to it. It is not the absence of

power so much as the superincumbent pres-

sure which frets the cultivated class, not so

much the dynasty they desire to overthrow
as the system of expression by which that

dynasty is seeking to establish itself. The
patient asks for more air, not a change of

medicine, and Prince Jerome offers to open
a window and admit the refreshing breeze.

Naturally the physician in charge, whose
first theory is that all windows must be
closed, lest the patient should catch a chill

before the crisis, is intensly enraged, and
tells his assistant that he neither can nor
will tolerate anarchy in the sick room.
There can be, says the Emperor, but one
will in my family, as in my government, and
that one of course is mine. Naturally, too,

Paris, however doubtful of the treatment
pursued, sympathizes with the elder prac-

titioner. It seemed at first sight a little

strange that Frenchmen anxious for more
liberty should be annoyed because a Prince

of the blood offers them more, but the an-

omaly is explicable enough. The French-
man is above all things logical, and he cannot
forget that the Prince who makes these

offers owes the position which makes the

offers formidable solely to the cousin whose
throne he is thereby sapping. He is not
the Elect of the people, he has done nothing
for France, he is great only because an
abler man than himself called him from ex-

ile to accept the second position under him-
self. Prince of the Blood, Senator, General,
he was bound by the very magnitude of the

favours he had received not to oppose open-
ly the regime through which alone he had
obtained them. Besides all these he was
Vice-President of the Council, and even in

England we do not permit members of the

Government openly to arraign its policy,

to denounce, for example, a war accepted
by the Government, to declare an alliance

which it is promoting, dangerous, to talk

Radicalism while carrying out the Tory
scheme of administration. The Prince
may claim free speech as a right belonging
to French Princes as to all other French-
men, but it certainly does not belong

to the Vice-President ofthe Council of State

under the present regime. Least of all does

it belong to him at a moment when the

Emperor being absent his subordinate's first

duty was to raise none of those questions on
which the Emperor alone could authori-

tatively decide. There is something of

treachery in seizing such a moment for the

publication of a new programme, even were
that programme immeasurably better than
the one which it is intended to replace. We
are no admirers of the French Empire, but
blows of this kind struck by friends and in

the dark, stir us in the same sense of repug-
nance as assassination. The Empire may
be evil, but that gives a Prince of the Em-
pire no claim to use a moral poniard..

For it is a poniard that has been used. It

may seem to Englishmen a trifle that a
Prince of the Blood should put forth a pro-

gramme opposed to that of the Sovereign,

for England has always, strange to say, been
free from the evils implied in the existence of

a branche cadette. The people reverence
the Sovereign, not the family to which he be-

longs, and a Duke of Cumberland or Cam-
bridge is as a pretender as insignificant as

any other subject. But the whole history of

France shows that a " younger branch " can,

if it pleases, become formidable to the dy-
nasty, and Napoleon has special reasons to

dread such an opposition. After fourteen

years of empire, he is still politically alone.

Amid all the multitude of men whom he has

attracted, or coerced, or bribed, or persuad-
ed to his side, there is not one who, if he
himself died to-morrow, would have the in-

fluence, or the position, or it may be the in-

clination, to seize the helm, as a matter of
course, and hold it until his son was of a^e
to mount the throne. The Empress is Re-
gent by law, but the Empress could not
govern the army, and except Prince Na-
poleon there is no one else with legal posi-

tion at all, no man around whom the masses
favourable to the dynasty could at once
without reflection rally themselves, who
could during the interregnum certain to

follow the Emperor's death act the part of

Napoleonic standard-bearer. The Corps
Legislatif, even if faithful, is not sovereign,

and every great body in the State has been
carefully deprived alike of final authority

and the power of initiation. A marshal, if

trusted by the troops, may seize the reins,

but why shoud he constitute himself guar-

dian of a child ? There is but one man in

the Empire whose visible interest it is to

prefer the dynasty to himself, and who has
the mental power, could he once obtain legal

sway, to retain it, and this one man has de-
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clared that his views are not those of the

Sovereign to whom he is so essential. The
dynasty in fact is dependent once more upon
a single and a very uncertain life. It is not

too much to say that the speech actually in-

creases the personal physical danger which
had always threatened the Emperor. Until

it was uttered, political enemies had no
security, that the Emperor's death would ter-

minate his regime, that another Napoleon
would not seize the reins in order when the

time arrived to transfer them to a third.

Now every Red is aware that between
France and temporary anarchy stand only

an Emperor whose health has for years been
indifferent, a woman, and a child.

It is a heavy blow, would have been heavy
had the Prince simply retired, but he has

done much more, has given to all discontent-

ed Frenchmen a new rallying point. They
may distrust him, or even despise him, as

the Constitutionalists distrusted or despised

Louis Philippe, but he has proclaimed that

he is of them, and in moments of anarchy
men always turn first to an individual.

Each party must have some one through
whom to speak and some one whose name
implies his policy, and in France the Red
have few such upon whom they can rely.

They may refuse even with anarchy near
to accept Prince Jerome as their chief, but

they will undoubtedly use him ; and a party
which has an able Prince of the Blood to

use, a Prince so near the throne that failing

one child he is heir, is certain to find in that

fact alone a new energy and consistence.

There is not a politician in France who
hates the oppression of thought, or dreads

the Mexican expedition, or longs for Re-
publican organization, who is not a stronger

and more determined opponent because of

Prince Jerome's spec h. The Emperor al-

most alone has to contend with all the old

parties strengthened by the adhesion of the

ablest man of his name, of the only man in

fact who could say to the peasantry, " I also

am Napoleon, and have fought for France."
No wonder that he is irritated, or that in his

irritation he should so far forget his own
policy as to declare that his will is absolute,

m his family as in the nation. Every con-

ceivable incentive to irritation— danger to

his dynasty, menace to his person, opposi-

tion to his policy, personal ingratitude,

household annoyance— is combined in a

speech intended to signify to France that
if she pleases there is an alternative and
more democratic Napoleon. It is not a
family which governs her, but only an in-

dividual.

From the Examiner.

Exodus of the Western Nations. By Vis-

count Bury, M. P. Richard Bentley.

We are not so well satisfied with the

title of this book as we are with the book
itself. No doubt the Greek word Exodus
means departure from a place or going on a

journey, but to the European reader the

word is confined to the forcible escape of

the Hebrew nation from its thraldom in

Egypt, and it was not otherwise employed
until the Irish, after the potato famine,

thought proper to give their emigration

a semi-religious meaning. The migrations

of the nations of Europe, from the com-
mencement of the sixteenth century up to

the present day, bear little resemblance as

to motive or conduct to the departure of the

Israelites from Egypt, for the emigrants

have not been bondsmen, and there was no
Pharaoh to pursue them with horses and
chariots. The title, however, is a small

matter, and the book itself is unquestion-

ably the successful result of careful research

and extensive personal experience of many
of the people treated of, guided by the

liberal views and sound principles of an
accomplished English statesman.

The work of Viscount Bury is a rapid

and spirited review of the colonial enter-

prises of all the nations of Europe from the

discovery of Columbus, and of course em-
braces near four centuries of the history of

civilized man. The consequences of these

great enterprises have contributed greatly

to alter the whole frame of European soci-

ety, and made the history of modern Europe
very different from that of the ancient

world. The Greeks and Phoenicians among
the ancients alone formed colonies, but
they were on a small scale, confined with
few exceptions to the coasts and islands of

the Mediterranean and Euxine, which to

their slender means and narrow views were
what the Atlantic, the Indian Ocean, and
the Pacific are to modern Europeans. The
settlements of other ancient European na-

tions in remote lands were not colonies, but

conquests over men of the same race as

themselves. In the sense in which we em-
ploy the term colony there could be none,

for there existed no region in which to

plant a colony, and if even such a region

were suspected to exist, there were no means
of reaching it. Before it could be even
suspected to exist, the true form of the

earth must have been ascertained; before

it could be reached, the polarity of the mag-
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net must have been discovered ; and before

it could be possessed and colonized, fire-arms

must have been invented. In these material

acquirements the modern nations of Europe
were far in advance of Greeks and Romans.
Once in their possession, the discovery of

the New World and an easier way to the

remotest parts of the Old, was inevitable,

and the discovery must sooner or later have
followed if Christopher Colon and Vasco di

Gama had never been born.

The success of the colonies formed by the

different nations of Europe in the New
World has depended on the strength of the

nation from which I he emigration proceeded
;

on the character of the institutions which
the emigrants carried with them ; on the

climate of the country of which they took
possession ; and very much on the social

status of the people they dispossessed or

subdued. The Spaniards, who began their

migrations a full century before the other
nations, carried with their colonies no free

institutions, the regions which they occupied
were for the most part tropical or subtropi-

cal, and on that account so far uncongenial,
while the most important of them were oc-

cupied by nations who had made a certain

advancement in civilization, who could not,

like savage hunters, be displaced, and with
whom, therefore, a deteriorating commixture
was the result. The French colonists of

America, instead of free institutions, carried

with them the feudalism and despotism of
the times of Louis XIII. and XIV., and I

had besides the ill-fortune of planting their

chief settlements in a region uncongenial
J

by its coldness. The result was that in due
!

time they were swallowed up by the neigh-

1

bouring English colonies superior to them
in the numbers, wealth, and strength which
resulted from free institutions, a more genial

climate, and a richer soil. Besides the

liberty which the English colonists, and
they alone, carried along with them, it was

J

their good fortune to plant themselves in
j

countries with a climate resembling their
|

own, of adequate fertility of soil, abounding
j

beyond all other parts of the American con-

tinent in harbours, navigable rivers, and
j

lakes, while it was not the smallest of the
j

advantages of their position that the scanty
native inhabitants were savages with whom
they could not amalgamate, but who gave
way before them, and disappeared like the

wild beasts of the forest. This character of

the natives of English-colonized America is

well described by Lord Bury :

One of the most remarkable circumstances

(says he) relating to the early history of Amer-
ica is the complete isolation of each petty tribe.

Each was ignorant of the very existence of
any other nations than those they met in their

hunting journeys. They had no distinctive

name for the lovely land in which they lived.

Their mythology was rude and picturesque

;

their innumerable languages were poetical

;

their expressions imaginative and rhetorical.

Streams and headlands, mountains, bays, and
rocks, had names wonderfully musical and
significant; but in their nomenclature, as in all

intellectual operation, they seemed incapable
of generalization.

The result of the different conditions
under which the colonies of the nations of
Europe were planted and governed is

sufficiently striking. The Spaniards and
Portuguese of America, of pure blood, now
hardly equal in number the people of the
little kingdom of Portugal. The French
colonists hardly amount to the poor fraction

of a seventieth part of the population of
France, and live under a foreign rule, while
the English colonists equal in number the
population of the parent land that sent
them forth.

Although Lord Bury gives a sufficiently

ample and always a spirited sketch of the
formation and history of the colonies of all

the European nations, the principal part of
his work, as its superior importance required,
is devoted to the English colonies. No
English colony was planted in the reign of
Elizabeth, but in her reign sprang up the
spirit which led to colonization, and in 1603,
the first year of the reign of her successor,

the first colony was planted. At the epoch
of the Revolution, or eighty-five years after

the first plantation, the English colonists

were reckoned to number 200,000. In
1739, or some half-century later, this num-
ber had been doubled, and at the declara-

tion of independence, or in thirty-seven
years more, the 800,000 had risen to 3,000,-

000. Independent of Red Indians, still the
same savages as when first seen, and of
some 5,000,000 of imported Africans, the
British colonists are now about ten times
more numerous than they were a century
ago. All these facts we gather from the
ample and accurate stores of the book we
are reviewing.

England neglected her colonies from the
very beginning : she allowed them, for the
most part, to have their own way, and their

own way happened to be the right one
towards prosperity. She did a good deal
more than this, for she protected them from
foreign aggression by furnishing them at
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her own cost with military and naval pro-

tection. Under such favourable conditions,

the spirit of independence and desire for

self-government early arose. The state of

things which led to ultimate independence
is excellently well described by Viscount
Bury:

It was natural (says he) that the English
colonies, as they increased in wealth and im-

portance, should from day to day weaken the

tie that bound them to the mother-country.

The same radical fault which had been commit-
ted during the reigns of William, of Anne, and
of George I., was continued under George II.

To give orders where there is no means of en-

forcing the command results necessarily in the

destruction of all authority
;
yet this was the

course which was steadily pursued by Great
Britain during the whole century which pre-

ceded the American Revolution. Though one
command after another was disobeyed, and the

power of the royal governors fell more and
more into absolute contempt ; though the

colonies ceased to send home their provincial

acts for the royal approval, and laughed at the

king's authority when at long intervals some act,

passed in flagrant violation of English law,

was disallowed, English ministers could not
perceive that the colonies were escaping from
the grasp of England, and went on, year after

year, in the old way, loud and authoritative in

the issuing of commands which were abandon-
ed as soon as they were resisted. It would but
weary the reader, to trace throughout the reigns

of George II. and George III. the evidences of

that independent spirit which began to exhibit

itself under William. Throughout the weary
folios of colonial correspondence in the State
Paper Office, there is hardly a letter from a
colonial governor to the Board of Trade or the

Secretary of State for the Southern department
which does not ring the changes on one unvary-
ing theme. The colonists seized every oppor-
tunity, in every reign, in peace or war, in

tumult or quiet, to establish as nearly as they
could a pure democracy, in which the king's

representative should act a subordinate and de-

pendent part. The form of government re-

mained long after the substance was changed.
For many a year before the tea was thrown into

Boston harbour, the colonies only consented to

remain in nominal dependency, because the

assistance and wealth of England was necessary
to them, as long as the French lay watchful and
hostile on their northern and western frontier.

What was predicted speedily followed.

Sixteen years after the conquest of Canada
came the declaration of independence, and
in seven years more its achievement. The
inevitable crisis was only hastened by a few
years through the arbitrary although small

taxation of despotic and narrow-minded
George the III., and of his yet more despot-

ic and narrow-minded Minister, George
Grenville.

The spirit which pervaded the British

colonies of America, from the beginning of
the reign of William to that of George III.,

now pervades, not only our American,but also

our Australian colonies. It is a natural and
useful one both to the mother-country and
to the colonies. We have neither the pow-
er nor the knowledge requisite for govern-
ing dependencies the nearest of which are

4,000 miles distant from us, and the remot-
est thrice that distance. It is needless to in-

quire whether or not it be useful to plant

colonies, because with an enterprising and
a redundant population they will be planted
whether the ruling authority wills it or

not. In our own time New Zealand
was colonized in positive despite of the

Government, which ultimately only lent

itself to what it could not help. Colonies

are unquestionably useful in relieving a

densely-peopled country from a redundant
population, and in stimulating industry

;

but when these colonies become independ-
ent states they are still more so, for they do
us the same service without cost. The
United States take off more of our redun-
dant population than all our colonies put
together.

The very same thing may be said of trade.

Our commerce with the United States im-
proved from the first year of independence.
In 1861, the last year of peace in America,
our imports from it in round numbers
amounted in value to 50,000,000/., whereas
those of all our North American colonies

amounted to no more than 8,500,000/., or

little more than one-sixth part of that sum.
The raw cotton we received from the United
States in the same year was of the value of

26,500,000/., and the breadstuff's of that

12,700,000/.; the first item being of three

times the value of our whole imports from
our own colonies, and the last full 50 per
cent, larger.

While it is obvious that we derive no
direct benefit from our North American
colonies, as colonies, the cost, risk, and re-

sponsibilities we incur by their possession

are palpable. At the present moment we
have in these colonies an army of 12,500

men, at a cost of a round million a year,

and until very lately that army amounted to

15,000, costing 1,200,000/. This is a peace
establishment, and an army of 50,000 would
not in war save our colonies from a power-
ful and now a warlike neighbour, parted
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from them by an arbitrary line of demarca-

tion 1,500 miles long and assailable at al-

most any point, we ourselves 4,000 miles off,

and for half the year shut out from all inter-

course by a barrier of ice.

A federation of our colonies has been
proposed as a means of defence, but for our

own parts we cannot see how colonies could

by any union of government contribute to

each other's assistance when the minor
members are excluded from all communica-
tion with the principal and most vulnerable

one for half the year, or accessible only by
a contemplated railway which must run for

a long distance within a few miles of the

enemy's frontier.

It appears to us, then, very plain that

the sooner we part in peace and friendship

with our North American colonies the better

for us and for them. They desire independ-
ence, and indeed, virtually have it already,

while all that remains to us is the heavy
cost and heavy responsibility of a nominal
sovereignty. This is the deliberate opinion

of Lord Bury, who has, in fact, given us

the draught of a preparatory treaty with
this object, drawn up, in our view, with
great skill and judgment, and thorough
knowledge of the subject he deals with.

From the present state of the political rela-

tions of North America the question is soon

likely to become a very prominent one, and
in such a case the work of Viscount Bury
will be the text-book and the guide of

every statesman desirous of detailed and
reliable information.

From the Saturday Review.

PRIVACY.

No nation sacrifices so much for privacy
as the English. It is not too much to say
that the passion for it multiplies more than
twofold the expenses of living, and even
outweighs in some cases the fear of positive

danger to life. For the sake of it, every
man must have his own house to himself,

and consequently appropriates to himself
four or five times as much ground as is

really necessary to support the amount of

house-room he requires. In the country,

the taste is natural and harmless ; in Lon-
don, it enhances extravagantly the rate of
house-rent, besides extending most incon-
veniently the area of the town. Every
purpose either of comfort or convenience
would be fully answered by the far cheap-
er plan which prevails in Paris, and to

some extent in Edinburgh. But the dif-

ference between going out upon a common
staircase, when you open your front door,

and going out into a common street, is

suffieent to persuade the English, rich and
poor, to renounce all the advantages of the

cheaper foreign system. In the same spirit,

every small English middle-class family

thinks it necessary to have its own cook.

It has not work enough for a cook, except

it be one of the most unskilful kind. But
it would be an intolerable sacrifice of the

isolation which to an Englishman is almost

the equivalent of liberty to club with other

families in the employment of a cook, by
obtaining their dinners from a traiteur.

The result of course is, that the dinners of

all classes of English people, except those

who can afford to be careless of expense,

are the worst and dearest in the world.

The difficulty pursues us even into our

railway travelling. There has been a great

deal of controversy recently upon the sub-

ject of establishing a communication be-

tween the passengers and the guards of

railway trains. The public say it must be

done, or neither their lives nor reputations

will be safe; and the railway directors

reply with a solid non possumus. But the

whole difficulty, though it might be un-

doubtedly smoothed over if we had bodies

to deal with rather less impracticable than

Railway Boards, really arises from the Eng-
lish passion for privacy. The communica-

tion between guards and passengers would

present no difficulties at all if the national

tastes would permit us to adopt the Swiss

or American car. Under such an arrange-

ment, the public would not only be pro-

tected absolutely from drunkards, murder-

ers, lunatics, and the like, but it would be

impossible for prurient-minded young
women to bring respectable people into

trouble by imaginary tales of assaulted

virtue. But the division of the train into

partitions of sixes, though it yields after

all but a very limited kind of privacy, is

too precious to English habits of thought

to be sacrificed even to the preservation of

life or reputation. The impossibility of ar-

ranging anything in the nature of a table

d'hote at clubs, instead of the long row of

single tables ; the obstinate adherence to

the church pew, in spite of its dirt and
many inconveniences ; the fact that a semi-

detached house is at a serious disadvantage,

in point of rent, in comparison to a wholly

detached house of equal size — all point to

the same master-passion in the modern
English mind, which seems to grow with

the development of the nation, and to
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spread with each succeeding generation
more and more into the smallest details of
life.

Yet there is one detail of life into which
this all-powerful passion seems unable to

force its way. It is curious to observe how
Englishmen, so jealous of their privacy,

endure a number of servants who destroy

it altogether. Servants may be a necessity

of civilized life, until the happy day when
steam substitutes should have been in-

vented ; but it is odd that the English peo-

ple should be accustomed to bring more of
these disturbers of privacy into their house-

holds than the inhabitants of any other West-
ern nation — comparing, of course, those in

the various countries who are of equal
means. Perhaps it is that the English
householder does not readily confess to

himself that his servants are in any way
connected with the species to which he
himself condescends to belong. If he were
asked why he was so careful to keep away
every one else who might break in upon
the privacy of his family, and yet took the

presence of his servants so quietly, he
would probably reply, as the French Duch-
ess did who was reproached for having a
man-servant to assist her at her toilet—
" Do you call that a man ? " By the free-

dom of the conversation which is main-
tained in the presence of servants, it is

evident that the majority of people look

upon them as a kind of apes, who are in-

capable of understanding what is said ; or

else, under the influence of a temporary
hallucination, they imagine that they them-
selves are Eastern potentates enjoying the

advantage of being waited upon by mutes.

There may have been a time when ser-

vants were so devoted to the families in

which they lived that nothing would have
induced them to gossip of anything they
heard in the dining-room. It was a time

of which any one may see the description

by looking into an historical novel ; and in

this age of research it is not impossible

that somebody may, some day or other, dis-

cover traces of it in history. At the pres-

ent day, there is certainly no such affection

between servants and their masters. The
contract is a hostile rather than a friendly

one; and nothing comes amiss to the ser-

vant of these days which has a money
value. Bits of information are a perquisite

as substantial as dripping, and will some-
times sell for a good deal more. It is said

that some of the Private Inquiry Offices

which have been called into existence by
the Divorce Court have a very large con-

nexion among the faithful retainers of the

metropolis. They not only offer very hand-
some payment for those who can give in-

formation about suits actually pending, but
they have something for every servant who
can give information about anybody. A
" Private Inquirer " contemplates human
nature from a cynical point of view, and
looks upon all mankind as possible candi-
dates for his services, either in a hostile or

a friendly sense. It is worth his while,

therefore, to buy all information of a strik-

ing or piquant character, while *it may be
had cheap ; for, in cases that are actually

pending, of course it fetches a considerable

price. The information is duly digested

and catalogued; and when it is intimated
to him that the time of this gallant lady
or that spendthrift gentleman is come, he
simply turns to the name in his black-book,
and there lies before him as close a picture

of the inner life of the victim as the in-

quisitiveness or imaginativeness of flunkeys

or servant-gals can draw. We may con-

sole ourselves with the reflection that the

historians of the future will find in such a
catalogue an invaluable storehouse of tell-

ing facts, and that our posterity will know
a good deal about the private character of

our great men that the gossips of our own
day would give their ears to discover.

No one of course can know how far any
particular set of servants may be in friend-

ly relations with a private inquirer. But
great gratitude would be due to any in-

ventor who would confer the boon of

privacy upon English households. They
are specially at the mercy of the private

inquirer's familiars at the moment when an
Englishman is naturally most communica-
tive— the moment when mutton and wine
have opened his heart and temporarily
thawed his natural suspicion and distrust.

But all attempts to get rid of servants

during dinner, especially during large din-

ners, have absolutely failed. Some careful

hosts have sought to solve the difficulty by
putting a dumb waiter at the elbow of every
second guest, bearing everything the guests

can want, except what must be brought
from the kitchen. But dinners and kitch-

ens unfortunately have a \ery close con-

nection, and a reservation of everything
in a dinner that has to be brought from a

kitchen would leave a very small residue

behind. Besides, there is something ter-

rible to contemplate in the fate of two ill-

matched guests cut off by frowning dumb
waiters from intercourse with all the world
besides. Even if they are well suited, two
hours and a half of uninterrupted tete-a-tete

would tax the most fertile resources. But
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if the contrary should be the case, it would
be impossible to conceive a more miserable

fate. There would be no escape for either.

There would be .no possible pretence of

talking to the neighbour on the other side,

or of taking part in the conversation of a

little distance off. There would be noth-
ing left but a stern, resolute manufacture
of conversation till the moment of release

arrived. Others, more bold in conception,

have divised the idea of sending up the

dinner by machinery from below. At a
given signal from the master of the house,

the floor would open, the table would sink,

and after a few minutes' interval would
rise again, bearing another course, and
cleared from the debris of the last. But
the theory, though charming in idea, has

never been anything but an ingenious im-

agination. It has never been practically

tried. Supposing all the mechanical diffi-

culties overcome, and the possibility of

unwelcome aromas provided against, it

would still be doubtful whether a party of

gentlemen and ladies would feel comforta-
ble sitting round a yawning chasm. In-

deed, the danger would not be quite im-

aginary. The curiosity which is one of the

charms of the daughters of Eve might
sometimes entice a fair head to bend too

rashly over the abyss, in order to study the

operations going on below ; and the result

might be that the table would occasionally

rise again with a confused chaos of tarlatan

and soufflet in the middle. The danger
is lessened, but not averted, by the sug-

gestion that the table should rise through
the ceiling, instead of sinking through the

floor, in order to change its burden. It

would undoubtedly be safer that the din-

ner should fall upon the guests than that

the guests should fall upon the dinner.

But still the retributive justice in the two
cases would not be equal. The guest who
should overbalance himself and tumble
into the soup would receive the fair pun-
ishment of his own awkwardness, while

the guest upon whom the soup descended
in a refreshing shower-bath would be an
innocent victim.

The time will no doubt come when all

these difficulties will vanish, and some ad-

mirably simple method of having our meals
in private will be discovered. In the pres-

ent imperfect state of mechanical science,

we must still submit to have our heads
occasionally thumped by awkward prac-

titioners, to see a little hair-powder some-
times added to the other seasoning in our
dishes, and have our conversation applied

to such purposes as the vigilant listeners

behind may think desirable. But the

necessity makes English privacy a very
hollow privilege.

Our Inheritance in the Great Pyra-
mid. By Professor C. Piazzi Smith, F.R.
SS.L. and E., Astronomer Royal for Scotland.

( Alexander Strahan & Co.) — What can be the

value of a merely literary estimate of such a
book as this 1 It must be left to the astrono-

mers and mathematicians. But certainly the

professor seems to have made out a case for meas-
uring the dimensions of the Great Pyramid and
of its interior passages, and above all of the por-

phyry coffer with all the exactitude science can
attain. Without pretending to be able to follow

the whole of the reasoning, we are disposed to

believe it proved that the Pyramid is a great
standard of weights and measures, founded on a

unit of length equal to 1,500,000,000th of the

earth's axis of rotation. And Sir John Hershel
seems to go thus far, and to agree that it is a
better unit in a scientific point of view than the

French, which is a fraction of a quadrant of the

earth's surface. On the other hand, few proba-

bly will embrace the theory that the Pyramid
must therefore have been the result of a pre-Mo-
saic revelation given to its builder. And still less

will he be able to admit that English weights
and measures are relics, as it were, ol that reve-

lation, even supposing it to be proved that a
" quarter " of wheat answers to a quarter of the
contents of the porphyry coffer, and admitting
that our inch is nearly the proper fraction of the
earth's axis of rotation. But putting aside all

this as mere coincidence, we must, if we accept
the professor's facts about the Pyramid, admit
that this " wisdom of the Egyptians " was real

wisdom after all, and that they possessed 2,500
years B. C. an amount of scientific knowledge
which has been lost ever since, and is barely
equalled even now. In any view of the case, the
book is most ingenious and intex-esting,— and
we heartily recommend it to our readers.

Spectator.
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SKIPPER BEN.

BY LUCY LARCOM.

Sailing away

!

Losing the breath of the shoi-es in May,—
Dropping down from the beautiful bay,

Over the sea-slope vast and gray !

And the skipper's eyes with a mist are blind ;

For thoughts rush up on the rising wind
Of a gentle face that he leaves behind,

And a heart that throbs through the fog-bank dim,
Thinking of him.

Far into night

He watches the gleam of the lessening light

Fixed on the dangerous island-height

That bars the harbor he loves from sight

;

And he wishes at dawn he eould tell the tale

Of how they had weathered the southwest gale,

To brighten the cheek that had grown so pale

With a sleepless night among spectres grim,—
Terrors for him.

Yo-heave-yo !

Here's the bank where the fishermen go !

Over the schooner's sides they throw
Tackle and bait to the deeps below.

And Skipper Ben in the water sees,

When its ripples curl to the light land-breeze,

Something that stirs like his apple-trees,

And two soft eyes that beneath them swim,
Lifted to him.

Hear the wind roar,

And the rain through the slit sails tear and pour

!

" Steady ! we'll scud by the Cape Ann shore,—
Then hark to the Beverly bells once more !

"

And each man worked with the will of ten;

While up the rigging, now and then,

The lightning glared in the face of Ben,

Turned to the black horizon's rim,

Scowling on him.

Into his brain

Burned with the iron of hopeless pain,

Into thoughts that grapple and eyes that strain

Pierces the memory, cruel and vain !

Never again shall he walk at ease

Under his blossoming apple-trees

That whisper and sway in the sunset breeze,

While the soft eyes float where the sea-gulls skim,

Gazing with him.

How they went down
Never was known in the still old town :

Nobody guessed how the fisherman brown,

With the look of despair that was half a frown,

Faced his fate in the furious night,

Faced the mad billows with hunger white,

Just within hail of the beacon-light,

That shone on a woman sweet and trim,

Waiting for him.

Beverly bells,

Ring to the tide as it ebbs and swells !

His was the anguish a moment tells,

—

The passionate sorrow death quickly knells;

But the wearing wash of a lifelong woe
Is left for the desolate heart to know,
Whose tides with the dull years come and go

;

Till hope drifts dead to its stagnant brim,

Thinking of him.
Atlantic Monthly.

INDIAN NAMES.

BY MRS. L. H. SIGOURNEY.

Ye say they have all passed away,
That noble race and brave

;

That their light canoes have vanished
From off the created wave

;

That 'mid the forests where they roamed
There rings no hunter's shout

:

But their name is on your waters,

Ye may not wash it out.

'Tis where Ontario's billow

Like ocean's surge is curled,

Where strong Niagara's thunders wake
The echo of the world,

Where red Missouri brinffeth

Rich tribute from the West,
And Rappahannock sweetly sleeps

On green Virginia's breast.

Ye say their cone-like cabins,

That clustered o'er the vale,

Have fled away like withered leaves

Before the autumn gale
;

But their memory live'th on your hills,

Their baptism on your shore,

Your everlasting rivers speak

Their dialect of yore.

Old Massachusetts wears it

Within her lordly crown,

And broad Ohio bears it

Amid his young renown
;

Connecticut hath wreathed it

Where her quiet foliage waves,

And bold Kentucky breathed it hoarse

Through all her ancient caves.

Wachusett hides its lingering voice

Within his rocky heart,

And Alleghany graves its tone

Throughout his lofty chart
;

Monadnock on his forehead hoar

Doth seal the sacred trust:

Your mountains build their monument,
Though ye destroy their dust.

Ye call these red-browed brethren

The insects of an hour,

Crushed like the noteless worm amid
The regions of their power

;

Ye drive them from their fathers' lands,

Ye break of faith the seal

:

But can ye from the court of Heaven
Exclude their last appeal ?

Ye see their unresisting tribes,

With toilsome step and slow,

On through the trackless desert pass,

A cufavan of woe

;

Think ye the eternal ear is deaf?

His sleepless vision dim ?

Think ye the soul's blood may not cry

From that far land to him ?
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From the Household Monthly Magazine.

THE SONGS OF FIVE LOWLY WOMEN.

Painfully interesting are the struggles

of humbly-born genius, in its delirious ef-

forts to assert its rights to a niche in the al-

ready over-crowded temple of Fame. The
death of a Chatterton, a Bruce, or a David
Gray, is the last scene of a drama in which
intensest tragedy and broadest burlesque

seem unaccountably mingled,— a drama
which produces on the stern face of the

world the saddest of philosophical smiles

;

for so familiar have we grown with the old

episode wherein Death appears as the crown-
er of dead ambition, that popular feeling re-

gards juvenescent self-assertion simply as

social suicide. Practical people, indeed, can
scarcely pardon the mind which becomes so

clouded with its own conceit, that it arro-

gates to itself the prerogative of an intellec-

tual unit, and, in its fantastic flights above
ordinary life, shows palpably the famous na-
sum rhinocerolis. Pleasanter far is it to

contemplate humble genius which is not am-
bitious, which casts no spasmodic gaze up to

fame-giving Phoebus, goes joyfully about the

work of lowly humanity, and sings for sing-

ing's sake :
—

" I never list presume to Parnesse hill,

But piping low, in shade of lowly grove.

I play— to please myself."

In such cases the musical instinct does not
become clouded by incessant straining after

personal distinction ; but on the contrary,

the humble singer, having no thought of

gaining attention, sings to himself in a low
soft monotone, and the song, when preserv-

ed, is often found to possess a fresh simplici-

ty unequalled by those who wildly dash their

hands across the strings of Apollonian lutes.

How, in the midst of poverty and ignorance

and sorrow, certain uneducated minstrels

manage to sing at all ; how they learn the

trick of rhyme without being cultivated

enough to understand the promptings of

ambition,— is a question very difficult to an-

swer. Yet sing they do— phrasing in sim-

ple language the joys and sorrows that sur-

round them, making melodious sermons out

of daily experience, composing to keep their

hearts up in the world of weary work.
Among the uneducated poor of many ru-

ral districts, such singers abound ; but more
than elsewhere do they abound in Southern
Scotland. In the Lowlands their number is

only paralleled by the number of excellent

pieces they have produced. Without pre-

suming to rank even as local luminaries, they

fill the workshop, the farm-field, the ingle-

side, with snatches of vagrant melody, fit-

ting homely words to sounds which have
haunted them ever since they were crooned
to sleep on the mother's breast. Having in-

haled in childhood the rich fragments of a
splendid national music, they find themselves

later in life involuntarily fashioning thoughts

and words to the strains they know so well.

Here, perhaps, is one of the reasons that so

many lowly Scots, men and women— many
of whom have scarcely seen the inside of a
school-house — some of them who do not

even know how to write or read, have pro-

duced verse which Scotland, at least, will

not willingly let die. Heaven, in the shape
of popular music, lies about them in their

infancy, and haunts them through life with
its disturbing tenderness. Lovers learn to

imitate the sweetness of strains like " Gin
my love were yon red rose ;

" married people

affect the spirit of " I hae a wife o' my ain,"

and other kindred ditties
;

patriotism is

kindled by the trumpet-notes of " Scots wha
hae," and "I'm wearing awa', Jean," lin-

gers plaintive around a deathbed. This
familiarity with typical sounds is in itself an
education. The Spirit of Music, floating in-

visibly down from the mountains, murmurs
pleasant inspiration into the ears of lowly

peasants, many of whom, striving to imitate

her articulate whispers, gain the priceless

gift of poetry— which is perfect human
speech.

In Scotland, no dwelling seems too lowly

to be the abode of one or more of the Mu-
ses ; indeed the Scottish Muses are homely
bodies, far more more remarkable for natu-
ral vehemence of language than for cultiva-

ted rhetoric. The weaver sings at his loom,

the shoemaker on his stool, the smith at his

anvil ; and all three meet, in company with
other choice local spirits, to catch the art of
convivial composition at the public-house—
a social institution much deprecated by a
lofty school of poets, but to which we cer-

tainly owe " Tarn o' Shanter." To lisp in

numbers seems as natural with those wor-
thies as to troll out popular lyrics ; and the
number of honest fellows who actually suc-

ceed in writing passable verses is exceeding-
ly large.* 'Nor are the women shut out

* To prove the number of good song-writers which
modern Scotland possesses, it is only necessary to
refer to a well k-.own collection called " Whistle
Bmkie," by far the greater part of the contributors
to which are entirely uneducated men. Of '' Whistle-
Binkie," Lorj Jeffrey says :

" There ate more touch-
es of genuine pathos, more felicities of idiomatic
expression, more happy poetical images, and, above
all, more sweet and engaging pictures of what is

peculiar in the depth, sottiess and thoughtfuloess of
our Scotch domestic affections, in this extraordina-
ry little volume, thau I have met with in auything
of the same compass since tbe days of Burns.
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from poetical delights. Jenny sings in the

dairy, while Roger is whistling at the plough

;

Peggy, while darning her husband's stock-

ings, or mending the baby's clothes, con-

cocts a lyric about the heart-some pleasures

of wifehood. It cannot be said, however,

that the poetesses are as numerous as the

poets. Domestic duties, the cares of married

life, the bother of looking after the " weans,"

and seeing that the " good man " has his

meals comfortably ; these are things which
leave little time for versifying.

The lowly women who compose verse gen-

erally do so, therefore, not only in the in-

tervals of labour, but during labour's actual

process. David is at the public-house, drown-

ing care among the " nappy," and forgetting

all about wife and weans ; but at home
Jeanie is working sadly at her tambouring-

frame, and her thoughts assume the form of

a rude lyric against whiskey. Maggy, with

her last born in her lap, weaves by her hus-

band's side, and blesses the bonny bairn in

a rough rhyme. It is very difficult to tell

in what manner the impulse to versify first

arises in the minds of such people, who pos-

sess as little leisure as ambition, and are far

more capable of setting their thoughts to

music than of explaining the simplest rules

of grammar. Why are these rural minstrels

sown as thick as daisies over the populous

valleys of Scotland only ? Is there in the

Scottish intellect some peculiar construction

which enables it, like the iEolian harp, to

answer in natural melody to the lightest

wind that crosses its wondrous strings ?

The poetical faculty, always mysterious in

its operations, becomes doubly mysterious

when we find it in the possession of such

persons as the five lowly women who are

the subject of the present paper. Five more
or less uneducated women— one a vagrant

stroller, one a deformed solitary, one a milk-

maid, one a poor schoolmistress who died a

pauper, and one the aged wife of a poor

peasant. By what conceivable process did

they attain the amount of self-culture neces-

sary to the composition of the very rudest

verse ? One fact is certain, that all of them
were familiar with the widely circulated

ballad literature and national mUsic of their

native country— a ballad literature rich in

the pathos and earnestness of the domestic

affections, a music ineffably sweet and ten-

der. Other facts may be inferred while

we are telling the story of their lives. We
shall begin with our vagrant stroller, whose

career was chequered with follies of the

true vagabond kind.

Jean Glover, third child of one James
Glover, a weaver, was born at Kilmarnock,

Ayrshire, on the 31st October, 1758. What
education she received we have no precise

means of judging; but seeing that her pa-
rents were so humbly situated, it must have
been very scanty. Her father and mother
were right-minded, pious people, and their

children were brought up religiously. Jeanie,

however, began early to picture to herself

the delights of a roaming life ; the old Scot-

tish music played about her brain, bewilder-

ing and exciting her, and kindled the latent

fires of poetic imagination. She had a fine

voice, which she filled with the familiar mel-

odies she loved. In an evil hour, she con-

tracted a habit of attending the booths in

fair-time, and of witnessing the efforts of

strolling players.

To an ignorant, but withal young and ro-

mantic mind, there is something delightful

to fascination in the bustle and fun of a
country fair. The -merriment of the holiday-

makers, the music of the fifes and drums, the

shouting of the showman, filled the ear of

Jeanie Glover; the waving of banners, the

gleaming of spangled finery, the sunshine

that glittered upon all, dazzled her hand-
some eyes. Clad in the Scottish gown and
petticoat, bonnetless, and perhaps barefoot-

ed, she strolled from booth to booth, wonder-
ing at the lady with red eyes and silver hair,

the giantess, the learned pig, and delighting

in the brief dramas and broadsword combats
There was laughing, dancing, and drinking,
— alas for Jeanie ! In one corner of the fair

a good-looking rascal— Richard by name—
was swallowing swords and eating burning
tow ; but his roguish eye at once singled out

the bonniest amongst the spectators. He
had been no juggler if he had not found a
means of making Jeanie's acquaintance ; he
had been no showman if he had failed to

show his own life in the brightest colours,

and to paint an enticing picture of the de-

lights of strolling. The stage-playing, sing-

ing, and dancing, had filled the girl's head
with theatrical ambition ; moreover, being
able to sing and dance herself, she seemed
cut out for a roving life. So the bright eye
and bold air of the juggler made a conquest
of her affections, and lent fresh piquancy to

her dreams of merry wanderings. Home
went Jeanie, only to look with dislike on the

dull, old walls of the weaver's " but and ben,"

and to listen with impatience to the pious

murmurings of her parents. What was that

dingy home to the glories of a life which
held continual jubilee— laughing, dancing,

shone upon by the sun, with never a care

while limbs were strong enough to trudge

from fair to fair. True, the stroller's trade

was a poor one, but it was frolicsome and
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merry— which could not be said of weav-
ing. With these specious arguments Jeanie

deceived herself, and soon made up her

mind.

Richard proposed honourable marriage

;

Jeanie assented, with the suggestion that

the match should be a runaway one— seeing

that her parents would never consent to her

union with a roaming vagabond, a play-

acting sinner. They eloped, to the horror

of the pious and respectable. With the day
of the elopement Jeanie began the wildest of

vagrant careers : — trudging along from fair

to fair; entertaining the tipplers in tavern

rooms
;

playing the tambouiine, while Dick
ate burning tow, and swallowed swords

;

dancing in gay patchwork and ribbons

;

camping under hedge-rows and hay-stacks
;

and varying the monotony of existence by
an occasional pull at the bottle. Early in

life she appears to have learnt the trick of

rhyme, and now, in her rambles, she put

new words to old airs, and sang them for

stray coppers. Her fine voice, added to a

very handsome face and figure, rendered
her exceedingly popular ; and she was par-

ticularly famed for the style in which she

sang "Green grow the Rashes " — that most
jocular of Burns's amatory songs. She died

suddenly in Ireland, when about forty-three

years old.

So far as we know, she never regretted her

choice of a career ; if local tradition be true,

indeed, she lived merrily to the last, though
it is quite certain that she was far from be-

ing a pattern of moral decorum or wifely

virtues.

That poor erring Jeanie Glover had her

good points, there are many anecdotes to

prove ; but we have no less an authority than
Robert Burns for stating that she " visited

most of the correction houses in the west."

Her rambies with juggling Richard were
not calculated to heighten her self-respect,

though they may have given piquancy and
force to her random rhymes. Only one of

her productions is extant ; but that one
could have been written only after a great

deal of experimental jingling. " I took the

song down from her singing," wrote Burns
to Johnson, " as she was strolling with a
sleight-of-hand blackguard through the coun-

try." The song alluded to, which has long

been a favourite in Scotland, is so sweet
and beautiful, that, without Burns's positive

assertion, we could hardly believe it to be

the composition of Jeanie Glover.

f
Coming thro' the Craigs o' Kyle,
Among the bonnie blooming heather,

There I met a bonnie lassie

Keeping all her yowes together.

O'er the moor among the heather,

O'er the moor among the heather,

There I met a bonnie lassie

Keeping all her yowes together

!

Says I, My dear, where is thy hame,
In moor or dale, pray tell me Avhether'?

She says, I tent the fleecy flocks

That feed among the blooming heather.

O'er the moor, &c.

We laid us down upon a bank,
Sae warm and sultry was the weather;

She left her flocks at large to rove

Among the bonnie blooming heather.

O'er the moor, &c.

While thus we lay she sang a song,

Till echo rang a mile and farther

;

And aye the burthen o' the song
Was— O'er the moor among the heather

!

O'er the moor, &c.

She charm'd my heart, and aye sin syne,

I couldna think on any ither

;

By sea and sky she shall be mine !

The bonnie lass among the heather.

O'er the moor, &c.

For obvious reasons we have copied the
above words as much as possible in the Eng-
lish spelling ; they possess the genuine lyrical

spirit, and have been and will be sung.

At the latter end of the last century, in

a rude secluded cottage, situated near the
village of Muirkirk, Ayrshire, there lived an
elderly woman of ill-favoured appearance,
known as Isobel or Tibbie Pagan. Tibbie
squinted abominably, was deformed in body,
and walked on crutches ; but nature had en-
dowed her with a sharp wit and a first-rate

voice. Famed for many miles around for

her caustic sayings and excellent singing,

she managed to eke out a scanty living by
making her cottage an unlicensed house of
call for drink-loving sportsmen and convivial
villagers. Tibbie, in fact, was a kind of
drunken Meg Merrilies, much given to
whiskey and strong language, and the ter-

ror of those who happened to give her of-

fence. So wild a toper was she, indeed,
that, when unable to stand any longer, she
would sit in bed and sing to applauding vis-

itors her madcap carols. In 1805, she pub-
lished a small volume, which is extraordinary
as having emanated from such a character,
and in which she gives a brief account of
herself :

—

My learning it can soon be told,

Ten weeks, when I was seven years old,

With a good old religious wife,
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Who lived a quiet and sober life.

With my attention and her skill,

I read the Bible no' that ill

;

And when I grew a wee thought mair,

I read when I had time to spare ;

But a' the whole tract of my time,

I found myself inclined to rhyme.

When I see merry company,

I sing a song with mirth and glee,

And sometimes I the whiskey prce,

But 'deed it's best to let it be.

Tibbie further confesses that it would be

unsafe to tell all her faults, but informs us

humorously, that she was never married.

She had been lame from birth, and incapa-

ble of much physical labour. Wanton
though she was, she knew her Bible almost

by heart, had it always at her side, and was

a regular attendant at church. Scottish

song^singing was her great hobby. Cast

out upon the world when a child, she ap-

pears to have kept her strength up with the

melodies of Burns and Ramsay ; but music

and whiskey combined rendered her a mani-

ac. Yet Tibbie Pagan, who could read lit-

tle, and could not write at all, was the

author of several pieces which are still popu-

lar. The fine song, " Call the Yewes to the

Knowes," was her composition, though it

has been rendered perfect by the pruning

touches of a Burns. Another song, still popu-

lar, is entirely her own, and is good enough

to be quoted here :
—

THE CROOK AND PLAID.

Ilk lassie has a laddie she loes above the rest,

Ilk lassie has a laddie, if she like to confess 't,
#

That is dear unto her bosom whatever be his

trade
;

But mine is aye the laddie that wears the crook

and plaid.

Ilk morn he climbs the mountains, his fleecy

flocks to view,

And hears the laverocks chanting, new sprung

frae 'mong the dew
;

His bonnie wee bit doggie, sae frolicsome and
glad,

Buns aye before the laddie that wears the crook

and plaid.

And when that he is wearied, and lies upon the

grass,

What if that in his plaidie he hide a bonnie lass ?

Nae doubt there is a preference that's due to

every trade,

But— commend me to the laddie that wears

the crook and plaid.

And when in summer weather he is upon the

hill,

He reads in books of history that learn him
meikle skill

;

There's nae sic joyous leisure to be had at ony
trade,

Save that the laddie follows that wears the

crook and plaid.

King David was a shepherd while in the prime

o' youth,
And following the flocks he pondered upon

truth

;

And when he came to be a king, he left his

former trade,—
Tis an honour to the laddie that wears the

crook and plaid.

We have said that Tibbie could not write.

Her custom was to compose her pieces, com-
mit them to memory, and then get a certain

tailor of her acquaintance to transcribe

them at her dictation.

Snip, who had the reputation of a wag,
was not only her amanuesis, but the chosen
companion of her revels. Tibbie and he
would drink whiskey, sing songs, and talk

caustic scandal in company— frequently not

separating even at day-break, when both

rolled over on the floor, there to lie until

they were sufficiently recovered to get up
again. Then, with a racking headache,

would come repentance ; and Tibbie would
take down her Bible, don her spectacles,

and in contrite humility read a chapter.

But this repentance would not last long.

Tibbie was popular among male tipplers
;

and evening after evening would gladly ad-

mit any roistering party who might stroll from

Muirkirk to wind up the night's debauches

under her roof. The Bible would be laid

upon its shelf, the hut would again resound

with wild jests and profane ditties ; and the

traveller, passing by at midnight, would fan-

cy from the diabolical clamours that the

spirits of darkness were holding their orgies

in the neighbourhood. Thus, from year to

year, the old woman lived, until, in her

eightieth year, death put a stop to her

pranks, and hushed the voice that was ever

ready to utter wild wit and drunken song.

So great was her local fame, that a great

crowd from the surrounding villages fol-

lowed the cart in which her body was borne

to the place of burial. Many of her wicked
witticisms are still current in the locality

where she lived, but one and all are far too

broad and vulgar, though full of caustic

point, to be quoted here.

Less extraordinary, but even more inter-

esting, is the life of Janet Little— a wo-

man pure-minded, humble, and good. In

July, 1789, when residing at the farm of

Ellisland, in Dumfriesshire, Robert Burns
received the following letter :

—
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Loudoun House, \2th July, 1789.

Sir,— Though I have not the happiness of

being personally acquainted with you, yet

amongst the number of those who have read and
admired your productions, I may be permitted

to trouble you with this. You must know, sir,

I am somewhat in love with the Muses, though
I cannot boast of any favours they have deign-

ed to confer on me as yet ; my situation in life

has been very much against me as to that. I

have spent some years in and about Ecclefechan

(where my parents reside) in the station of a

servant, and am now come to Loudoun House,
at present possessed by Mrs. Hendrie; she is

daughter of Mrs. Dunlop of Dunlop, whom I

understand you are particularly acquainted
with. As I had the pleasure of perusing your
poems, I felt a partiality for the author, which
I should not have experienced had you been in

a more dignified station, and wrote a few verses

of address to you, which I did not then think of

ever presenting ; but as fortune seems to have
favoured me in this, by bringing me into a fami-

ly by whom you are well known and much
esteemed, and where perhaps I may have an op-

portunity of seeing you, I shall, in hopes of

your future friendship, take the liberty to trans-

cribe them. [Here followed the verses.] Sir, I

hope you will pardon my boldness in this : my
hand trembles while I write to you, conscious of

my unworthiness of what I would most earnest-

ly solicit, viz. your favour and friendship
;
yet,

hoping you will show yourself possessed of as

much generosity and good nature as will pre-

vent your exposing what may justly be found
liable to censure in this measure, I shall take

the liberty to subscribe myself, sir, your most
obedient humble servant, Janet Little.

P. S.— If you would condescend to honour
me with a few lines from your hand, I would
take it as a particular favour ; and direct to me
at Loudoun House, near Galston.

The writer of this letter was a tall wo-
man, with dark hair and somewhat coarse

masculine features, but her demeanour was
modest in the extreme. Born of very poor
parents in Dumfriesshire, she was early noted
for her quickness and cleverness— qualities

which she was not suffered to foster by edu-
cation. She could read and write, that was
all. When still young, she entered into ser-

vice — in the house of Mrs. Dunlop, the

friend of Burns ; and was afterwards em-
ployed at Loudoun Castle, whence the above
letter is dated. In this last place she was
engaged as dairymaid— perhaps the most
poetical of servile domestic employments.
Early in life she began to write verse, but
her taste seems to have been formed more
by the English poets of the time of Queen
Anne than by the songs and ballads of her
native country. The advent of Burns,
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however, and the perusal of Burns's poetry,
had a gre"at influence upon her, and she
yearned long and wearily to set eyes on the
Ayrshire poet. It is uncertain whether or
not Burns answered the above letter, but he
notices its receipt in a letter to Mrs. Dunlop :

" I had some time ago an epistle, part poetic
and part prosaic, from your poetess, Miss J.

Little— a very ingenious but modest com-
position. I should have written her as re-

quested, but for the hurry of this new
business. I have heard of her and her
compositions in this country ; and, I am hap-

py to add, always to the honour of her char-
acter. The fact is I know not how to write
to her. / should sit down to a sheet of paper
that I knew not how to stom." The italics are
our own. Perhaps it was just as well for
" Miss J. Little " that she was not destined
to come into much personal contact with the
Ellisland farmer. See him she did, however,
though not under the most favourable cir-

cumstances. Some little time after writ-
ing her letter of self-introduction, she made
a journey into Ayrshire and called at Ellis-

land. Burns was not within
; and the girl

sat waiting his return, when he was brought
home with a broken arm, having fallen from
his horse.

With beating heart I viewed the bard,
All trembling did him greet,

With sighs bewailed his fate so hard
Whose notes were ever sweet,

wrote Jane, in some verses wherein she re-

corded the occurrence.

"The Poetical Works of Janet Little,

the Scottish Milkmaid," were published in

1792, and found a long list of liberal sub-

scribers. They do not appear to have been
remarkably successful ; nor, indeed, do they
contain any poetry of a high order. The
following is part of the appeal of Snap, a
do£, to his absent master :

—

My friend Janet Little pretends to respect me,
And yet, sir, at meal-time she'll ofien neglect

me

;

Oh, haste back to Loudoun, my gentle good
master,

And save your poor Snipy from every disaster !

A sight of yourself would afford me much
pleasure,

A share of your dinner an excellent treasure.

Present my good wishes unto your good lady,

Whose plate and potatoes to me are aye ready :

;

When puss and I feasted so kindly together

;

But now, quite forlorn, we condole with each
other.

No more I'll insist, lest your patience be ended
;

,

1364.
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I beg, by my scrawl, sir, you'll not be offended :

But mind, when you see me ascending Parnas-

sus,

The need that's of dogs there to drive down the

The above is a dog^rel, literally and fig-

uratively ; but the last two lines are not so

bad, and the whole composition is remarka-

ble— for a milkmaid. After the publica-

tion of her " Works." Janet married a com-

mon labourer, to whom she made an excel-

lent wife ; but matrimony did not cause her

to renounce the Muses. She left behind her

when she died a number of manuscript

pieces, composed during her married life.

Her death took place in 1813.

Who is not familiar with the exquisite

song, " There's nae Luck about the House,"

which Burns calls " one of the most beauti-

ful songs in the Scots or any other lan-

guage " ? What heart has not unconscious-

ly responded to its sweet tenderness ? And
by whom was this song written? Possibly

few of those who appreciate its beauty

know anything whatever of its authorship.

In the early part of the last century, one

Jean Adams, a poor, eccentric woman, taught

reading, writing, and needle-work to the

little children at Greenock, on the river

• Clyde; and in 1734 she published a small

volume of poetry by subscription. The
book was a failure in a pecuniary sense.

Afterwards, for reasons unknown, Jean Ad-

. ams became a pauper, compelled to seek

alms at the hands of the charitable. She

lingered on miserably for some time, and ul-

timately died, through starvation and ex-

posure, in the Glasgow poorhouse. Of the

details of her sad career, little or nothing

»is known.
That Jean Adams was the authoress of

" There's nae Luck about the House," there

will be little question. Cromek sifted the

evidence thoroughly ; and proved, through

the testimony of Mrs. Fullarton and others,

that the schoolmistress had frequently recit-

ed the song to her pupils, and invariably

spoken of it as her own composition. If

further proof be needed, it is to be found in

the song itself. " There are certain strains,"

says a local gossip, " such as ' Auld Robin

Gray,' ' The Flowers of the Forest,' and oth-

ers that might be mentioned, that could on-

ly have issued from the weeping blood of a

woman's heart. They are'pervaded so com-

pletely with the delicacy and tenderness of

the feminine nature, that there cannot be

the slightest doubt in any discriminating

mind with regard to the sex of the writers."

The song in question is, undoubtedly, one of

these. Moreover, the very details are those

which Jean Adams— living, as she did,

close to the Greenock wharf— had frequent

opportunities of noticing. On that old

wharf friends and kinsmen parted in tears

— some to sail for foreign countries, others

to remain wearily behind ; and bitter some-
times were the scenes of parting. But tears

of joy were shed there as well as tears of

grief; for the ship would come in from the

sea, the shore would be lined with faces

looking out for the loved ones, and there

would be cries of gladness and proud em-
bracings. Then— then the " gudewife's

"

heart would leap up gladly, and she would
run down to the beach —

Is this a time to think o' wark
When Colin's at the door 1

Rax me my cloak, I'll to the quay
And see him come ashore.

For there's nae luck about the house,

Nae luck ava,

There's nae luck about the house,

When our gudeman's awa'

!

Many and many a time did Jean witness

such meetings as she has described in her

one immortal song.

The last in our list of lowly poetesses is

the most extraordinary of all. She still

lives, and still, at seventy-two years of age,

invocates the Muses. Janet Hamilton was
born at Coatbridge, near Glasgow, of poor

parents, who could give her no education

whatever, save that which her mother, while

plying the spinning-wheel, could impart out

of the Bible. At a very early age she be-

came fond of reading, one of her first books
being " Paradise Lost." From the circulat-

ing library of the village she afterwards

procured such books as Kollin's History and
Pitscottie's Scotland. This sort of literature

did not content her ; and she was not satis-

fied until she read the works of the best

poets, especially those in the Scottish dia-

lect. In addition to reading-books, she had
to work daily, when she grew up, at the

spinning-wheel and tambouring-frame.

At an early age Janet became an intense

lover of the songs and ballads of her na-

tive country. She knew them by heart

;

they filled her brain with sweet music, and
she sang at her work. Hence arose the first

impulse to poetical composition ; but seeing

that she could not write, she must have had
some difficulty in preserving her effusions.

When she got married, however, she ap-

pears to have found a willing amanuensis in

her husband. Little ones came, and Janet

was so busy, that, as she herself tells us, her

reading hours were ^stolen from her sleep.
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" Many an hour," she says, " have I spent
in reading, holding the book in one hand,
and nursing an infant on my lap with the

other." In the midst of her domestic trou-

bles, too, she composed verses on every con-

ceivable sort of subject— from Her Majes-
ty down to Madeline Smith ; from the Civil

War in America to the whiskey-drinking in

Coatbridge. Finally, when seventy years

of age, she was induced to publish her at-

tempts in prose and verse. The result is

before us in a thick volume filled with pieces

of a merit far above the average.

Who would imagine that the following

lines were the production of an old unedu-
cated woman of sixty-eight ?—

October, 1861.

Not changeful April, with her suns and showers,
Pregnant with buds whose birth the genial hours
Of teeming May will give to life and light,

Rich in young beauty, odorous and bright.

Not rose-crowned June, in trailing robes of
bloom,

Her flowery censers breathing rich perfume,
Her glorious sunshine and her bluest skies,

Her wealth of dancing leaves where zephyr

Nor fervid July, in her full-blown charms
Shedding the odorous hay icith suit-browned arms,
Nor glowing August, with her robes unbound,
With ripening grain and juicyfndtage crowned.

Nor thee, September, though thine orchards glow
With fruits ripe, rich, and ruddy— lying low
The' yellow grain, with gleaming sickles keen,
With jest and laugh, aad harvest song between.

I sing October, month of all the year
To poet's soul and calm deep feeling dear :

Her chastened sunshine and her dreamy skies

With tender magic charm my heart and eyes.

From fading woodlands, ever-pattering down
Come many-tinted leaves, red, yellow, brown

;

The rustling carpet with slow-lingering feet

I thoughtful tread, inhaling odours sweet.

The very soul of quietude is breathing
O'er held and lake, with sweetest peace

enwreathing
My tranquil soul, from founts of blissful feeling

Sweet silent tears adown my cheek are stealing.

Spirit of meekness, brooding in the air,

On thy soft pinions waft my lowly prayer,
That I m.ay meet, calm, meek, resigned, and

sober,

My life's decline— my solemn— last October.

The lines in italics are happy, and the
whole poem is superior. We should like to

quote some piece in the Doric ; but Janet's

Scotch is so local and so queerly spelled

that it would merely confuse English read-
ers. We give, instead, a few lines in prose,

wherein Janet speaks sensibly of the duties

of her own sex at the domestic hearth.
" It is there (at the fireside) an intelligent,

right-minded, and warm-hearted working-
woman may gain higher, holier, sweeter
triumphs, and confer more solid and lasting

benefits on her family and in her circle, by
early, earnestly teaching and training her
children in habits of religion, prudence, and
industry. I say, she will gain higher, dear-
er triumphs than ever were deserved by the
most brilliant and successful female lecturer

that ever mounted the platform and thrilled

an audience with her eloquence. A woman
whose heart, like that of Elisha, is ready to

burst, like bottles filled with new wine, by
the effervescence caused by the discussion

of any great public measure or exciting

popular topic, if she is a sufficient adept in

composition, may always find a vent for her
opinions and feelings on such subjects

through the press. One of our great poets
says, the proper study of mankind is man

;

and, under the shadow of this authority, I

venture to give my humble opinion that the

proper study of womankind is woman
; and

I dare to say that the woman who takes up
and thoroughly studies that interesting and
sometimes intricate subject will find ample
scope for the exercise of her mind, whether
in thinking or acting ; and, above all, in the
study and culture of her heart, affections,

and feelings."

It would be a pleasant and instructive

task, provided the right man undertook it,

to attempt to plumb to their depths the in-

ner natures of such uncultivated singers as

our five lowly poetesses— to gauge the im-
pulse which leads them first into song— to

trace the mental experience which can ena-
ble them to utter their rude thoughts in

words so unobjectionable. To write a good
song is a task of no ordinary difficulty

; to

write songs such as " O'er the Muir among
the Heather," and " There's na Luck about
the House," demands genius of some sort—
however uncouth, however cumbrous, in its

usual movements. It frequently happens
that the genius is but short-lived, the crea-
ture of a sudden inspiration : — some angel-
ic Aaron strikes the rock of the poor wo-
man's ignorance,'the song flows forth purely,
sparklingly, but directly afterwards the rock
is sealed forever. Or it may be that, as in

the case of a Burns, the pure stream flows

on uninterruptedly, till the heart ceases to

beat, and the very veins are drained dry.
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Be that as it may, Scotland has a glorious

birthright in the music which has haunted

her hills and dales so long, and which, enter-

ing into lowly cottages, stirs the rudest na-

tures to song, and phrases the humblest fan-

cies in sweet sounds. It is the old myth
repeated over again. Orpheus still wan-

ders in the Scottish lowlands, and teaches

the gift of speech to creatures who would I

otherwise be as dull and dumb as rocks and

trees.

From the Spectator.

A DOG'S VISIT TO THE DOG SHOW.

It has been said that Sir George Grey

was himself to visit the Agricultural Hall

at Islington, to form his own opinion on the

complaints which have been made in the

neighbourhood as to the noise caused by the

canine multitude and its injurious effect on

the nerves of the human inhabitants of that

district. If this should be so, we may look

no doubt that full justice will be done to the

human nervous systems of Islington, but

possibly a great injustice may remain be-

hind. From our own observation we should

say that the exciting effect of the Exhibition

is far greater on the nervous systems of the

dogs themselves, whether confined in the

building or only within hearing of it, than

on those of the higher race. Dogs, we must

remember, have been little used to public

life, and the first effect upon them of this

compulsory imprisonment in a great canine

society is very much like that which is pro-

duced upon a sensitive child when it is first

left alone in the multitudinous solitude of a

public school. There has been, for obvious

reasons, no petition to Sir George Grey on

the part of the dogs either of England or

Islington to place this annual institution

under proper inspection and regulation, but

we hope that if he really visited the Hall

he may have taken an intelligent spaniel or

Scotch collie with him, in order to aid him

in his inspection by presenting the matter

in another point of view to that on which

the human selfishness of Islington has con-

centrated its too exclusive attention. We
at least were greatly struck by the effect

produced on the mind of a clever little

half-bred Scotch terrier which plunged into

the midst of this great canine public in

company with ourselves, and by the recip-

rocal effect evidently produced on the intel-

ligence of some of the prisoners by this

visit from a reporter of their own species.

The little creature, far from being diffident

or reserved, was naturally a very sociable

animal, and on meeting even complete

strangers of her own species, especially if

they have any kind of human introduction

or recommendation, will usually establish at

once friendly relations with them, crouching

down and wagging her tail violently. She

has usually preferred the society of much
larger dogs to that of her own proper tribe,

and especially of retrievers, to one of whom
of her own sex she had been as enthusiasti-

cally attached from a mere puppy as school-

girls sometimes appear to be to their affec-

tionate and didactic mistresses. On the

strength of this association she has always

seemed to enter very easily and warmly into

the feelings of this tribe, and had only just

returned from a Whitsuntide holiday among
hospitable Essex retrievers of fine breed

and great sagacity. As it happened, we
entered the Exhibition just at Class 15, the

retrievers' benches, and anxiously watched

the effect of the greeting between the fifty

odd manacled members of this class and the

acute little inspector. She was received

with a noisy outburst of feeling that was

quite overpowering, and evidently painful

to her. The clamour indeed was so great

as she passed, and the efforts of the chained

retrievers so violent to reach her, that the

little creature, usually so frank and commu-
nicative, retired absolutely into herself.

Whether the dogs were with one voice

lodging complaints against their treatment,

protesting against their embarrassed form of

existence, demanding better ventilation,

and explaining the complete failure of
" Condy's patent fluid " (by which, as many
placards asserted, the air of the Hall was
purified at a vast expense) to get its " nascent

oxygen " fairly born out of the nascent

stage into the atmosphere of the crowded
assembly, we cannot say. But it is certain

that very pointed communications were
addressed to the little visitor from all sides,

which at once surprised and depressed her.

What was particularly noticeable too, in this

part of the show, was the much more voluble

communications addressed to our little terrier

by retrievers of birth and name, retrievers

with a past and a tradition, than by the less

distinguished members of the order. There
was one " Major " eloquent and impassioned

to the highest degree,— probably on the

subject of his wrongs; and when we came
to know that his grandmother Gyp belonged

to the keeper of Lord Clifden, and was " a

bitch of great local fame," that his great

grandfather " Sailor " fought the whole
Crimean campaign in company with Captain

Duff, of the 23d Welsh Fusiliers, and was
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buried among the white cupolas of Benares,
and a monument erected to his own memory
in that historic city, we were able to under-
stand his bitter indignation at the oppres-
sive physical conditions of his Islington ex-
istence. It was a relief to our ears to get
past the too eager and eloquent bench of
retrievers, who, perhaps because they still

hoped to retrieve the past, had more to say
than any other dogs in the exhibition, the
setters alone excepted.
We next had to pass the forlorn Irish

water spaniels, who, politically uneducated,
like the race among whom' they live, took
little notice of the inspecting dog, but
much of the inspecting men. Each of
these seemed to implore every kind- looking
visitor to purchase him, as the Circassian
slaves are said to do in the Turkish slave

market. Amongst them the fine water
spaniel " Jock, late Nep," as the catalogue
quaintly terms him, the winner ofmany prizes
in such exhibitions, who has, however, never
yet found a permanent home in consequence
of his good qualities, sat with red, dishev-
elled locks, and vainly-entreating eyes, solic-

iting to be purchased by some one who might
cease to devote him to the ignominious fate

of habitually attending dog shows in chains,

and occasionally changing his name. All
this class of dogs spoke little, but looked
volumes at every likely face, and were intel-

ligent, untidy, disorganized, and forlorn.

Our little terrier, being herself in possession
of a happy home, felt great delicacy in

gazing at these poor creatures, who could
see how it was with her, and crept past
their mute faces with more sadness than
she had before shown, even when over-

whelmed by the frank and noisy oratory of

the retrievers. Thus we came to the larger

dogs, whose creed was either more hopeless
or more ascetic, for they " spoke not a word
of sorrow," and implored no compassion by
their looks, though some of them— the

mastiffs at least— evidently " bitterly thought
of the morrow." These magnificent dogs,

with the large dark circles round their mel-
ancholy eyes, looked out sternly from under
their eyebrows on the scene around them,
like necessitarians, if not fatalists, who knew
that no representation of their case to the

outer world would either hasten or delay
the hour of their release. Mr. Hanbury's
splendid pair, " Prince " and " Duchess,"
lay close together, as if seeking in each
other's presence some protection from the

vulgar public opinion around them, and en-

couraging each other to find in self-contem-

plation relief from the fussy and noisy herd.
" Odi profanum vulgus, et arceo" was written

in each face, and they looked, without be-

traying even a passing interest, on the little

terrier, as she trotted past filled with that

kind of emotion of awe and that overwhelm-
ing sense of power with which a country-
man is possessed when he first enters the

Houses of Parliament, and sees the greatest

men and statesmen of the day. Only now
and then did the grander dogs open their

mouths at all. They had generally been to

those shows before, and evidently bowed to

their fate with Mahometan calm. When
they spoke at all, they seemed to drop a
meditative bark on the air with little rela-

tion to the Vanity Fair in which tbey were
prisoners. Now and then a solemn mastiff's

deep isolated bay seemed to give just a
glimpse of

" The vastness, the grandeur, the gloom,
Of the unlit gulf of himself."

There were sadness and pathos in their

patience, and their malaise was not the less

deep for the fortitude with which it was re-

pressed.

The St. Bernards, again, were of a dif-

ferent, and some of them of a higher
mould. The great St. Bernard "Tell,"
which received the first prize, is the most
majestic dog of its kind we ever saw. It

did not show the deep melancholy of the

mastiff, but rather the same profound sense

of duty which sustains the race in their

benevolent mission in aid of mankind amid
the snows of the Alps. " Tell " is a Berne
dog, a " lineal descendant," says the cata-

logue, of the dog " Barry," of the St.

Bernard Hospice. He endures the crowds
and heat of the Islington Hall with the

same calm front as the storms and avalan-

ches of the Bernese Alps, and is quite too

strong to speak of his troubles. He seemed
to think that he had been placed there for

a purpose, which purpose he would fulfil.

There was no protest in " that severe, that

earnest air." We dare maintain that even
on the Home Secretary himself, — if the

right honourable baronet visited him, and
gazed into his deep, mild eyes,— he cast

no look of reproach or pleading. There
was in his expression something of that

moral sublimity which, according to Kant,

reminds one indifferently of stars in the

midnight sky, or of the solemn fiat of hu-

man free-will renouncing its own cherished

desires for the claim of duty. " Not sad and
not elate." his was a countenance on which
neither terrier nor man could gaze and
again forget. Our little companion, hither-

to amazed, alarmed, surprised, by the many
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new phenomena in this chaos of canine
feeling and opinion, gathered tranquillity

and trust in that majestic gaze, and ceased

to cower beneath the restless eyes and fret-

ful barks of the other ill-assorted prisoners.

It was a great change from this strong,

self-contained, heroic dog to the deer-

hounds immediately adjacent. They were
almost the only dogs in the assembly who
seemed to enjoy the social opportunities of

the place in spite even of their chains.

Some of them indeed were evidently ill,

and lay suffering from the oppressive atmos-

phere, and dreaming feverishly of park or

heather, but several greeted their visitors

with the suavicy and ease of a polished

London hostess, while one or two laid

themselves out for petting like beautiful

children. There was one (" Brandy," 47 7)

who, being chained up too tight to get at

his admirers with his head, turned his

graceful back on his visitors that they might
pat it, and then with eyes reverted watched
the caressers with eager, grateful eyes.

This was the least painful part of the Ex-
hibition.

But when we passed to the toy dogs in

the gallery, both the physical and moral

conditions of the case became more distress-

ing. All of them were shut up in separate

cages, and had a far worse air to breathe

than the lower hall— we hope, by the way,

that " Condy's patent fluid " had not been

lavished here, " at vast expense," with such

fruitless results— and were unable to see

each other, though the din of their shrill

and fretful curiosity was far more painful

than the deeper voices of the dogs below

;

and hence the effect upon the mind of

their free comrade was unspeakably pain-

ful. There were indeed little dogs that

could sleep amidst the din, but it was not

due to any intellectual calm, but to the

coma induced by bad air, or, in the case of

the Japanese prize terrier, to sheer Orien-

tal languor. Stretched on her luxurious

divan, the Japanese " Rose " from Yorko-
hama retired as far as possible into the dark
shadow of her cage, and did not open her

eyes on the hot and curious spectators.

But the greater number of these little cap-

tive's yelped bitterly, some even passionate-

ly, as their free companion passed, and
mule little useless rushes against the bars.

We were glad enough to get away from the

spectacle of their tedium and suffering.

But it was sad as we were about to leave

the lower hall, near the benches of the set-

ters and pointers, to see the universal envy
which animated the poor sporting dogs as

they saw a little sister apparently about

to escape into the freedom of the outer air.

A whole row of them made a rush at her

so united that it shook the wooden parti-

tion to which their staples were fastened,

and when at length (after getting the

necessary passport for a dog outward
bound) we emerged, and rattled away from
the door of the great canine prison-house,

the little creature who had accompanied
us breathed a heavy sigh of relief, and
crouched down, keeping a shadow of de-

pression on her face which would have
been very eloquent to Sir George Grey,

till she had regained her home and thrown
off the oppressive influence of her first ex-

perience of canine society on a large scale.

It was evidently with a curious conflict of

feeling— awe of the melancholy mastiffs,

reverence for the great St. Bernard, pity

for most, and disgust for some, that she

turned away, as Lord Macaulay says some-

where, "from the chequered spectacle of so

much glory and so much shame."

From the Spectator.

THE LITERATURE OF THE UNITED STATES
SANITARY COMMISSION.*

That wonderful organization of volun-

teer benevolence, the United States Sani-

tary Commission, has by this time evolved

or evoked quite a literature of its own.
" Three classes of publications," says the

" Succinct Narrative " below referred to,

" are comprised in the Commission's print-

ed documents : 1 st, Reports and Essays rela-

ting to Military Hygiene, Medicine, and Sur-

gery; 2d, Special reports upon the regular

labours of the Commission relating to sani-

tary work, and to the business of, relief; 3d,

Circulars and various public statements, also

two semi-monthly periodicals." It has itself

* The United States Sanitary Commission. A
Sketch of its Purposes and its Works. Boston:
Little, Brown, and Co. 186-i.

TJie Sanitary Commission of the United States

Army. A Succinct Narrative of its Works and Pur-

poses. New York : Published for the benefit of the

United States Sanitary Commission. 1804.

Miliary, Medical, and Surgical Essays. Prepared
for the United States Sanitary Commission. Phila-

delphia: J. B. Lippincott and Co. 18(54.

Narrative of Privations and Sufferings of United
States Officers and Soldiers, while Prisoners of War
in the Hands of the Rebel Authorities. Printed for

the United States Sanitary Commission. Philadel-

phia. 18(54.

La Commission Sanitaire des Etats Unis. Par
Thomas W. Evans, Docteur en Mcdecine. Paris

:

Dentu. 18(55.
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no " space " for " the catalogue of the cur-

rent publications " of the Commission. The
publications of the second class, which are

considered " permanent " documents, num-
bered already between " seventy and eighty"

at the date of the ," Succinct Narrative ;

"

and besides publications by the Commission

itself, other works, such as the " Sketch,"

have been published for it. The " Succinct

Narrative" (numbering over 300 octavo pa-

ges) is a really interesting as well as a valua-

ble work. But it is so far excelled in point

of literary effect by the " Sketch" that it will

be sufficient to extract from it a single record

of simple, homely heroism on the part of a

Federal army surgeon, illustrating well the

momentous importance to the soldier's health

of fresh vegetables, the withholding of which,

through ignorance, carelessne'ss, or some
worse cause, from the Federal prisoners in

Confederate hands, has been one main cause

of the shameful mortality among them. The
scene here is laid in one of the Western ar-

mies :
—

" At the time when potatoes were exceedingly

scarce and valuable, and when the Commission
was furnishingthe greatest part which were avail-

able for the army, the surgeon of , who had
just returned to his regiment, visited our rooms
with his assistant, to ask us if we could do any-

thing for him. On exhibiting his person, his legs

and body were spotted and purplish, with as little

elasticity to the flesh as to a piece of dough ; an
indentation from pressure would remain for many
minutes. The symptoms of scurvy were clear

and unmistakable, and he had been distributing

for weeks to the enlisted men under his charge vege-

tables from our stores— had thus banished scurvy

from the tents of the men, and it remained only

among the officers. When he was directed to use

them for the officers also, as far as they needed
them medicinally, he expressed surprise and
gratitude both, for he supposed they were to be
used sacredly for the enlisted men."

Written by a lady, the " Sketch " is none
the less interesting because it exhibits much
of a lady's want of sequency in the ordering

of its matter. Indeed the only portion of it

which may hang heavy with the reader is the

commencement, where the authoress tries

to master generalization and statistics. As
soon as she finds herself at home in the true

female province of the concrete, and begins

to tell us what was done here and what was
done there, nothing can be more vivid and
often more happy than her descriptions:

as when she says of the first operations of

the Commission in the Virginian peninsula

that patients were " fed, cleaned, and put

to bed, in a droll state of grateful wonder," or

shows us the Commission's boat, " the poor

little Small . . . kicked, and cuffed, and
knocked round by all the big vessels," or

notes the wonderful sight of " one man eat-

ing six pies at once," or observes, as an effect

of the press of sanitary work, that " day and
night had not at times their proper mean-
ing." This faculty of picturesqueness is so

essentially in the sex, and not in the indivi-

dual, that one can seldom draw a line in this

respect between the authoress and the cor-

respondents whom she quotes. Who but a
woman could have thrown off such a scene

as this in connection with such a work ?—
" We are now on board the Knickerbocker,

unpacking and arranging stores, and getting

pantries and closets in order. I am writing on
the floor, interrupted constantly to join in a
laugh. Miss is sorting socks and pulling

out the funny little balls of yarn, and big darn-

ing-needles stuck in the toes, with which she is

making a fringe across my back. Do spare us

the darning-needles ! Reflect upon us, rushing in

haste to the linen closet, and plunging our hands
into the bale of stockings. I certainly will make
a collection of sanitary clothing. I solemnly aver
that yesterday I found a pair of drawers made
for a case of amputation at the thigh. And the

slippers ! — only fit for pontoon bridges !

"

But the gem of the volume consists in an
account by another lady's hand, quoted from
a pamphlet entitled Three Weeks at Gettys-

burg, of which the twenty pages are in

their vivid simplicity among the most inter-

esting in the English language. We can
only borrow a few pictures from them :

—
"

' Have vou friends in the army, madam ? ' a
rebel soldier, lying on the floor of the car, said

to me, as I gave him some milk. — ' Yes, my
brother is on 's staff.'— ' I thought so,

ma'am. You can always tell— when people
are good to soldiers, they are sure to have friends

in the army.' — 'We are rebels, you know,
ma'am 1?' another said; 'do you treat rebels

so ? ' It was strange to see the good brotherly

feeling come over the soldiers, our own and the

rebels, when side by side they lay in our tents.

' Hullo, boys ! this is the pleasantest way to

meet, isn't it 1 We are better friends when we
are as close as this than a little farther off.' And
then they would go over the battles together,
' We were here,' and ' You were there,' in the

friendliest way/'

A blessed pledge surely of ultimate recon-

ciliation between the combatants. Men who
cannot only feel thus towards one another,

but express their feelings in a common lan-

guage, cannot remain estranged forever. Be-
side these "rebels," the German Pennsyl-

vanian is the true foreigner to the New-Eng-
lander :

—
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" One of this kind came creeping into our

camp three weeks after the battle. He lived five

miles only from the town, and had ' never seen
a rebel/ He heard we had some of them, and
came down to see them. ' Boys/ we said, march-
ing him into the tent, which happened to be full

of rebels that day waiting for the train, ' boys,
here's a man who never saw a rebel in his life,

and wants to look at you ; ' and there he stood,
with his mouth wide open, and there they lay in

rows laughing at him, — stupid old Dutchman !

'And why haven't you seen a rebel 1 ' Mrs.
said

:

( why didn't you take your gun and help
to drive them out of your town ? ' — 'A feller

might'er got hit
!

' which reply was quite too
much for the rebels ; they roared with laughter
at him up and down the tent."

This delicious story stands in strong moral
contrast with the next one, that of a certain

heroic bakeress :
—

" She lived in a little house close up by the
field where the hardest fighting was done, — a
red- cheeked, strong, country girl. ' Were you
frightened when the shells began flying ?

'
—

' Well, no. You see we was all a-baking bread
round here for the soldiers, and had our dough
a-rising. The neighbors they ran into their cel-

lars, but I couldn't leave my bread. When the

first shell came in at the window and crashed
through the room, an officer came and said, " You
had better get out of this, ' but I told him I

could not leave my bread, and I stood working it

till the third shell came through, and then I

went down cellar, but' (triumphantly) ' I left

my bread in the oven.' — ' And why didn't you
go before ?

'
—

' Oh ! you see, if I had, the rebels

would 'a' come in. and daubed the dough all

over the place/ And here she had stood, at the

risk of unwelcome plums in her loaves, while
great holes (which we saw) were made by shot
and shell through and through the room in

which she was working."

Beside the last two humorous sketches one
would fain place the account of the death
of a young Secessionist officer, " a fair-hair-

ed, blue-eyed young lieutenant, with a face

innocent enough for one of our own New-
England boys — I could not think of him as

a rebel, he was too near heaven for that,"

which is simply one of the most pathetic

narratives ever penned. But it is too long to

be extracted, and too touching to be man-
gled. Let us take instead a glance at the

race whose wrongs lie at the very heart of

this bitter contest :
—

" In the field where we buried him a number
of coloured freedmen, working for Government
on the railroad, had their camp, and every night
they took their recreation, after the heavy work
of the day was over, in prayer-meetings. Such
an ' inferior race,' you know ! . . . They

prayed with all their souls, as only black men
and slaves can ; for themselves, and for the dear,
good white people who had come over to the
meeting, and for 'Massa Lincoln,' for whom
they seemed to have a reverential affection,—
some of them a sort of worship, which compris-
ed Father Abraham and M&ssa Abraham in one
general cry for blessings. Whatever else they
asked for, they must have strength and comfort
and blessing for ' Massa Lincoln.' Very little care
was taken of these poor men. They were grate-

ful for every little thing. Mrs. went into

the town, and hunted out several dozen bright

handkerchiefs, hemmed them, and sent them
over to be distributed the next night after meet-
ing. . . . Purple and blue and yellow the

handkerchiefs were, and the desire of every
man's heart fastened itself on a yellow one ; they
politely made way for each other, one man
standing back to let another pass up first, al-

though he ran the risk of seeing the particular

pumpkin colour that riveted his eyes taken from
before them. When the distribution was over,

each man tied his head up in his handkerchief,
and they sang one more hymn, keeping time all

round, with blue and purple and yellow nods,

and thanking and blessing the white people in

their basket and in their store ' as much as if

the cotton handkerchiefs had been all gold leaf."

But one must tear one's self from the really

fascinating " Sketch," to say a few words on
the handsome and well- printed volume of

Military, Medical, and Surgical Essays, con-

sisting of seventeen papers by eminent
American practitioners, on all subjects most
important to the army surgeon, from " Mili-

tary Hygiene and Therapeutics " to " The
Excision of Joints," a work which lies in

great measure out of the province of this

journal, although much of it is at the same
time of practical import to all. Here is a

caution which may be of value in many a
case of injury in civil life :

—
" When a wounded soldier faints, his com-

panions are too apt to leave the ranks and place

him in the sitting position, sprinkle him with
water, and endeavor by all the means in their

power to excite him to consciousness. In this

Avay, syncope, that might be only temporary, is

many times rendered permanent and fatal, for

the formation of a clot in the wound, which is the

man's only hope of stopping the flow of blood,

is thus prevented, and the hemorrhage increased

through acceleration of the circulation. If he
were allowed to remain in the recumbent posi-

tion, the coagulum which nature provides would
prove an obstacle to the further loss of blood."

The last of the essays forming the volume
(most of them remarkable for their good
plain English) mentions a fact most credita-

ble to the morals of the Federal army, that
" in modern times there has never been col
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ected so large a body of men " among whom
a certain class of diseases, against which re-

cent legislation amongst ourselves has been
directed, " have prevailed to so small an
extent."

The Narrative of Privations and Suffer-

ings, the most crushing blow from which
Confederate honour has had to suffer since

the beginning of the war, has been dwelt on
long ere this day by The Spectator, and need
only be referred to. In it the work of the

Sanitary Commission rises from the sphere

of social charity into that of retributive jus-

tice. And because its charity has never dis-

tinguished between suffering friend or foe,

it has a right to be listened to and believed

when it tells us with what cold-blooded and
barbarous cruelty the Confederate authori-

ties have carried out such a distinction.

There remains to be noticed Dr. T. W.
Evans's account, in French, of the sanitary

Commission, which in its brief compass of

175 pages contains perhaps more matter
comparatively than either the " Sketch " or

the " Succinct Narrative." In it will be
found various interesting details not to be
found in the other two works, including a

sketch of the organization of the Federal
military hospitals, and a dispassionate and
friendly-toned notice of the sanitary asso-

ciations of the Southern States. Dr. Evans,
an American practising in Paris, but only

lately returned from a visit to his native

country, thus testifies to the moral change
produced in American society by the war :

" Since my last residence in the United States

several years had elapsed, and I could not but

feel deeply impressed with the wonderful trans-

formation which society had undergone in its

feelings and in its general spirit. The tastes and
occupations of my friends and former acquaint-

ances were singularly altered ; the same men
who formerly were the most completely ensla-

ved to their business find now abundant time for

the duties of patriotism and philanthropy ; wo-
men are no longer absorbed in an endless series

of frivolous visits and fashionable soirees, but are

more or less occupied in preparing a multitude

of articles for the Sanitary Commission, unless

indeed you should find them in the hospitals sit

tins* by the bedside of the sick and wounded. . .

This spirit of a large and universal benevolence

had introduced a praiseworthy simplicity into

the modes of life of the most intelligent and
most cultivated persons. Extravagence in toilet-

tes and in housekeeping seemed to belong exclu-

sively to the very narrow class of newly-enriched

parvenus, who can in no wise be considered as

representing true American society."

A testimony perhaps all the more trustwor-

thy, that it runs directly contrary to that of

those commis-voyageurs of literature, the
' our own correspondents ' sent out by such

English journals as only care to ' drive a

trade.'

The work of this noble association seems

done in its own country, although the mur-
derous deed recently perpetrated may leave

behind it a trail of blood which had not else

been shed. But who knows how soon our own
country may not have to study for its own
needs the blessed example thus set forth ?

From the Saturday Review.

THE ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH.

The Atlantic cable is finished, and the

first act of a magnificent enterprise is com-

pleted with an amount of success which

augurs well for the final triumph of the un-

dertaking. In its way, the construction of

such a cable is one of the greatest feats of sci-

entific and mechanical skill which even our

times can boast. The requirements, indeed,

are such as might well have appalled the

most adventurous of engineers. The mere

selection of the design, and the choice of

materials, involved at every step eonsider-

tions of the highest scientific refinement.

The copper conductor had to be made of

metal tested up to a quality which had nev-

er before been reached ; the gutta-percha

covering was to possess an insulating power

equally beyond what had ever been at-

tained ; the true proportion between the di-

ameters of the conductor and the insulating

coating was determined by mathematical

investigations of the highest order, so as to

obtain, with a given amount of material, the

utmost possible rate of transmission of sig-

nals. Not less care was needed to fix the

precise character of the outer coating, the

function of which is simply to strengthen

and preserve the core, which alone consti-

tutes the electric cable, properly so termed.

In the first place, a large measure of

strength was insisted on, about double that

which had been thought sufficient on the

first trial. Still further to relieve the rope

from the strain to which it will be subjected

in the process of laying, and even after it

has reached its final position, in every place

where the rocky character of the ocean-bed

may throw it into festoons from ridge to

ridge of the submarine mountains, it was

determined to reduce the specific gravity of

the cable far below that of its unlucky pred-

ecessor. Partly with this view, and partly

in the hope of securing greater longevity,

each iron strand of the outer casing is sepa-
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rately covered with hemp soaked in a bitu-

minous preparation, which is expected to

protect the metal for years from the risk of
corrosion. It was necessary too, above all

things, that the cable should not only be
constructed on the soundest principles, but
that it should admit of the most searching

tests before being laid, once for all, out of

the reach of human hands.

The Atlantic Company have in many re-

spects been the pioneers of telegraphic en-

terprise, and their present work shows the
progress which their own misfortunes have
enabled them to make. Up to this time,

they have enjoyed the credit of teaching
others by their failures how to succeed in

attempts on a much smaller scale. Now
they are applying their experience for their

own guidance towards the prosperous issue

which every one must hope for. The test-

ing process is only one illustration, though
one of the most striking, of the advance
that has been made since the first cable en-

tered upon its brief existence. The old

Company was (after the event, of course)

very much blamed for attempting to lay a
cable which had never been tested under
water, which was much the same thing as

if it had never been tested at all. That it

was rash to venture so large a stake on the

assumed perfection of every inch of 3,000
miles of delicate work is now at any rate

obvious enough, but outside critics did not
always take account of the real difficulties

which stood in the way of effectual testing.

The old cable was light, and the iron wires

of the casing were not protected by an im-

pervious coating. Testing under water
would therefore have tended to corrode and
weaken a rope which was known to be al-

ready dangerously weak. This time the

protection of the strands, and their greater

thickness, enable the testing process to go
on without any chance of deterioration.

Every yard of the cable in fact has lived

under water almost from the hour of its

completion, and from morning till night its

electrical pulse has been felt by means of

instruments of the extremest delicacy. Yet
further to assimilate the probationary state

of the cable to its ultimate condition, care

has been taken (for the first time, we be-

lieve, in the construction of telegraphic ca-

bles) to surround the case with a coating

through which the moisture can penetrate
at once to the gutta-percha itself. While
the casing of each iron strand is made as im-

pervious as possible, the water which pene-
trates between the strands finds nothing
but untarred jute between it and the gutta-

percha, so that the effect of water in detect-

|

ing the smallest flaw in the insulating mate-

!
rial is felt as fully during the preliminary

i

trials as it will be at the bottom of the ocean.

It is impossible to give by any description

I

an adequate idea of the delicacy of the in-

j

struments by which the insulation is tested.

I

As every one knows, the measure of a gal-

I

vanic current is supplied by ascertaining

I

how far it will deflect a magnetic needle

! from its natural position. Three conditions

|

are essential to give sensitiveness to such an
instrument— one, that the needle should

|

move almost without friction or inertia

;

I another, that its own directive force to the

j

north, which the current through the cable

! has to overcome, should be extremely small

;

and the third, that the smallest deflection of
the needle should produce a greatly exag-

gerated movement on the scale which is

read off. These conditions are secured to

an almost incredible extent by Professor

Thomson's reflecting instrument. The nee-

dle is a minute bit of steel only a fraction

of an inch in length. It is suspended by a
thread with scarcely appreciable torsion,

and its directive power is made as feeble as

may be desired by the proximity of correct-

ing magnets. At the same time, every

movement of the minutest kind is exagger-

ated ad libitum by the simple device of at-

taching to the needle a mirror, which re-

flects the light of a lamp on to a distant

scale, showing a little line of light which
traverses many inches when the needle

moves, to an extent barely appreciable by
the naked eye. The way in which this

searching detector is used is very simple.

The portion of cable under trial, consisting,

it may be, of hundreds and ultimately of

thousands of miles, has one end connected

with a powerful battery, while the other, in-

stead of being brought to earth or water, re-

mains open, so as to leave no exit for the

charge, except by leakage through the gut-

ta-percha covering, into the water that sur-

rounds it. The more escape there is, the

stronger will be the current passing through

the conductor. If the insulation were abso-

lutely perfect, the cable once charged would
show no current at all, and the most delicate

galvanometer would mark no deflection.

What the instrument measures is the rate of

leakage, and some idea of the near approach

which the cable makes to an absolute electro-

tight condition (if we may coin the word)

may be conveyed by saying that the whole

leakage of some hundreds of miles of cable

only produces a deflection of the same order

as that which is caused in the instruments

used at the company's works whenever an

iron ship passes down the river. For all
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practical purposes the insulation is absolute-

ly perfect.

Another mode of testing is to charge the

cable fully with electricity, then remove the

battery and observe how long the charge is

retained. All that is needed for practical

purposes is that a substantial portion of the

charga should remain during the second or

so occupied by a single signal ; and the old

cable, though its insulation was at first suffi-

cient for working purposes, did, in fact, lose

half its charge in a few seconds. The pres-

ent cable holds half a similar charge for

about a quarter-of-an-hour, and is in this re-

spect almost nearer to perfection than it

need be. The Atlantic Company imposed
upon the manufacturers of the cable tests

more stringent than had before been thought

of; but though they required and expected

a good cable, they have got a better one
than they had ventured to ask for. What-
ever else may befall, it is certain that the

second Atlantic cable will not break down
from the defects which caused the failure of

the first. That was no sooner laid than the

water at once searched out faults of insula-

tion which had never been looked for, and
therefore never detected in time. The
working of the batteries necessarily in-

creased the minutest fault up to the point

where it became fatal, and then there was
an end of the cable forever. The new cable

will be launched into the sea without a fault

which months of the closest testing could de-

tect. It will be worked with comparatively
feeble currents, and, apart from the risk of

mechanical fracture and destruction from

external causes, there is no reason why it

should not, when once laid, remain in work-
ing order for a whole generation. That as

yet only the dangers of the first stage of the

enterprise have been surmounted is, no
doubt, well enough understood by the able

and courageous men who have held to their

purpose in spite of all discouragements.

The other risks are of a different kind

;

but the temporary success, such as it was, of

the original cable, shows that they are not

insurmountable, and they have been largely

reduced by the application of the same skill

which has presided over every department
of the work. Once, it will be remembered,
the old Atlantic cable broke when only a

few hundred miles were laid, but the new
cable will bear eleven miles of its own
weight in water, while the other one was able

to carry less than five miles. With this enor-

mous increase of strength, it was not perhaps
necessary to complicate the paying-out ap-

paratus by excessive refinements. In work-
manship it is an improvement on the old

plan, but it still depends for safety on the

working of friction-brakes and the watch-

fulness of the man whose duty it is to note

the strain indicated by the dynamometer,

and lighten or relieve the brakes according-

ly. A self-acting brake which would relieve

itself would in theory be preferable ; but

there is so little chance of the strain, even

in bad weather, approaching the breaking

point (nearly eight tons), that the Company
were perhaps right in trusting to the simple

arrangement of brakes which they have

hitherto used. The danger which it is least

possible to guard against is not that which

will occur in the process of submerging the

cable. Let the bottom of the sea be what

it may, the strain upon the cable— even

when it hangs, as it may do, across a valley

— can never be greater than that at which

it is paid out ; and this is intended always

to be kept down to within two tons at the

surface, and of course a less and less amount

as the bottom is approached. Unless, there-

fore, the rope should be unlucky enough to

hang itself over a veritable knife-edge of

rock it is not likely to suffer much, so long

as its strength remains substantially unim-

paired ; and if friction is not to be feared,

and rust can be defied (as it certainly would

be by the coating of the iron wires, so far as

the action of mere water is concerned), there

is no very serious danger of material deteri-

oration in strength. Bar rust and friction,

and any rope as strong as the Atlantic cable

will have a fair chance of lasting a very long

time even over the worst ground that can

be imagined at the bottom of the ocean.

That the cable, even if payed out with the

most liberal allowance of slack, will festoon

itself here and there in the course of its

track across the Atlantic, is probable enough,

when it is considered that at one point there

is a ridge to be passed which equals in height

and average declivity a respectable moun-
tain chain such as we see in the upper world.

But this is not so alarming as it seems, pro-

vided the strength of the cable can be per-

manently maintained. The deteriorating for-

ces are mainly friction and rust. Friction,

which has damaged many shailow-sea lines,

can only arise from fluctuating currents, the

existence of which is hard to imagine in the

depths of the Atlantic. So long, too, as the

hempen coating stands, rust is almost out of

the question ; and even then, with the thick-

er wires that are now used, it would take

some time, in still and pure water, to corrode

them through so as to endanger the rupture

of the cable. But where there is either fric-

tion or chemical action to take off' each coat

of rust as it forms, an iron strand has but a

T J<-^^ ?, ^» ft '
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very short life unless it is vastly thicker than
could possibly be used in a cable long enough
to cross from Ireland to America. The best
protection against rust undoubtedly is very
great thickness of metal ; and, as the condi-
tions of the undertaking have excluded this

precaution, the only alternative was to seek
in an inpervious casing an equivalent safe-

guard. It is easy to picture the possibility
of submarine insects devouring the hemp
(for which they often have a decided taste),

and so leaving the wires exposed at points
where all their strength is required, and
where, if loosened by the loss of their coat-
ing, they would be apt, even if they did not
break, to cut into and damage the working
core ; and it might perhaps have been a wise
precaution to impregnate the hemp with some
poisonous compound sufficiently insoluble to
remain permanently available for the de-
struction of these possible enemies. But
even without this, it is reassuring to reflect

that a curious combination of chances will

be required to render the supposed insects
really formidable. They may devour the
hemp to any extent they please, if, at the
point they select, the cable is lying on a flat

bed, and if they will only be good enough
not to eat the gutta-percha, which, so far as
is known, very few marine animals are dis-

posed to attack. A combination of hemp-
eating and gutta-percha-eating animals at
the bottom of the Atlantic might in course
of time destroy the cable anywhere. So also

the hemp-destroyers alone might do it if

they were ill-advised enough to coLnize
some mountain ridge where the rope could
not bear to be deprived of its strength. But
without some such double event as this, the
danger of rapid deterioration, though serious

enough, may with reasonable good fortune
be escaped long enough, at any rate, to make
the venture a commercial success. One ca-
ble of somewhat similar construction stood
for a few years in the Mediterranean, where
destructive insects are perhaps more to be
looked for ; and it may be hoped that the ad-
ditional care bestowed on the present rope
will counter-balance all the special risks of
the Atlantic, and insure a longer period of
usefulness to the wire which is to bind to-

gether the Old and the New World. The
Great Ecs'ern will sail with the best wishes
of two great nations ; and, whatever may
be their measure of success, the Directors of
the Atlantic Company, and their engineer-
ing and scientific coadjutors, will long be re-

membered for a resolution which no misad-
venture could daunt, and a patient skill

which has gathered from every misfortune
the means of guarding against the perils of

the boldest and the grandest commercial en-

terprise of which England can boast.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE REBEL

STATES.

[Upon the manner in which this is done, de-

pends the whole result of the war of the Re-
bellion. Let us not '"daub with untempered
mortar," nor " cry Peace ! when there is no
peace." Generals rose up at the call of war

:

statesmen must now build upon the founda-
tions which the armies have laid.

We attended the great meeting at Faneuil
Hall on 21st June. Professor Parsons in the

chair ; leading argument by R. H. Dana, jr.

;

speeches by the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher,
Mr. Pomeroy of Kansas, and others. Excellent
letters from Gov. Andrew, Charles G. Loring,
Esq., Gen. Butler, and others. A commitree
was appointed to address the people of the
United States.

We copy Professor Parsons's opening address,

and the resolutions read by Edward Atkinson,
Esq.]

PROFESSOR PARSONS'S ADDRESS.

The greatest rebellion the world has

ever seen has been defeated and suppressed

by the greatest efforts a nation ever made.
And it has left behind it questions as mo-
mentous as any that a nation was ever

called upon to answer, so momentous that

our destiny for ages probably depends upon
our answer to these questions. We have
met to-day to consider them. They are

numerous ; but to my mind they all cluster

around one central question. What shall

we do with the emancipated slaves ? What
have we the right to do ? What is it our

duty to do ?

As we are victorious in war, we have a
right to impose upon the defeated party

any terms necessary for our security. This
i right is perfect. It is not only in itself

j

obvious, but it is asserted in every book on
this subject, and is illustrated by all the

I

wars of history. The rebels forced a war

I

upon us ; it was a long and costly and
bloody war ; and now that we have con-

quered them, we have all the rights which
victory confers. I admit but one question :

Does our security require that we should

insist upon freedman suffrage ? On this

point I will suggest but one thing. We
greatly increase by the emancipation of

the slaves the Congressional force of the

j

Southern States. They will cast about
' one third of all the votes ; and if they

|
stand together and vote as a unit, they will

I need only about one sixth more to get and
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hold control of our national legislation and
all oar foreign and domestic policy.

If the question of freedman suffrage is

left open, persistent and wide-spread agita-

tion is inevitable. It will certainly replace

slavery as the great question on which
parties will organize. And then it will

inevitably cause the former slave States to

stand together and vote together as one.

Who can doubt that they will get all the

aid they want from those in the free States

who will seek to ride into power on this or

any other question ? The same predomi-
nant influence which has governed this

country for many years will govern it

again, and with the same absolute domin-
ion. And for what purpose will they gov-
ern it? For one purpose, certainly; for

the repudiation of our debt. This debt
now presses with a heavy burden of taxa-

tion upon an impatient people unaccus-
tomed to the burden. They who will be
the ruling portion of the ruling party will

not forget that their own vast war debt was
destroyed by our victories. They will find

themselves called upon to pay their share
of another great war debt, and they will

not forget that it was incurred for their

subjugation.

How can any man doubt that this party
will assail this debt, and the taxation it

makes necessary, with all their might, and
with all the means which can be devised or

found or used ? And are we indeed bound
to give, by means of this suffrage question,

unity and solidity to a party which must
aim persistently at the insolvency of the
country, and the prostration of the vast

pecuniary interests which now rest upon
the credit of the country ? Can any
rational man believe we have no right to

lessen, so far as we may, this danger ? to

demand, to insist upon, and to have all the

security we can have against an ineffable

disgrace— an intolerable calamity ?

I believe our rights may well be estab-

lished on this argument. I wish, however,
to rest them on a still surer foundation.

The rebellion has compelled us to abolish

slavery for 3 our security. We have done
this. But the slaves were always to a con-
siderable degree protected, supported and
defended by the self-interest of their own-
ers. All this we take utterly from them
And then if we withhold from them all

political right, we withhold from them all

power of self-protection and self-defence.

We give to the whites with whom they live

the whole power of legislation over the
freedmen and against the freedmen. We
say to them, We leave you in exclusive

possession of the whole of this power, be-

cause we look upon the freedmen as a de-
graded race ; we give you full power to
keep them down on that dead level of igno-

rance and debasement to which slavery
sank them, as long as you see fit ; and as

long as you keep them there you shall be
their masters ! What more wrongful, what
more cruel thing could we do toward the
whites as well as toward the blacks ?

Some of the Southern States have among
their statutes a law prohibiting the educa-
tion of a colored man under a heavy penal-
ty. The whole world calls this most inhu-
man, most infamous. And shall we say to
the whites of those States, We give you
complete and exclusive power ot legislat-

ing about the education of the blacks : but
beware ; for if you lift them by education
from their present condition, you do it un-
der the penalty of forfeiting and losing
your supremacy? Will not slavery, with
nearly all its evil, and with none of its com-
pensation, come back at once ?— not under
its own detested name

; it will call itself

apprenticeship ; it will put on the disguise

of laws to prevent pauperism, by providing
that every colored man who does not work
in some prescribed way shall be arrested
and placed at the disposal of the authori-
ties; or it will do its work by means of
laws regulating wages and labor. However
it be done, one thing is certain. If we
take from the slaves all the protection and
defence they found in slavery, and with-
hold from them all power of self-protection

and self-defence, the race must perish, and
we shall be their destroyers.

But some persons will say, All this is

probable enough and sad enough, but what
right have we to interfere with the States
in this matter ? I beg to ask such persons
just this : Have not the rebels, by their re-
bellion, forced upon us emancipation

; and
have they not, therefore, forced upon us
the duty of protecting those whom we eman-
cipate from certain misery and probable
destruction ? and if those States have forced
upon us this duty, have they not given us a
perfect right to discharge this duty ? This
question of right disturbs some excellent
persons. Let me then ask again, Have not
the rebels compelled us to emancipate the
slaves, and thereby made itjour imperative
and solemn duty to provide "that this eman-
cipation shall not be disastrous to them ?

and have they not, therefore, and neces-
sarily, given us full and perfect right to do
all that this duty requires of us ? And
what is this ? I cannot doubt that it is to
hold those States in our military possession
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until their constitutions provide that politi-

cal right shall not depend on race or color,

or until Congress shall pass an amendment
to the national Constitution to the same
effect. Then we may wait safely, for State

after State will be sure to come up, and
the work will be done.

Let no man suppose that I undervalue

State rights. At no moment of my life

was my conviction stronger than it is now,

that the whole prosperity of this country

demands the preservation of the balance

between the sovereignty of the nation and
the rights of the States. It is because I so

value these rights, that I would not permit

a State which has renounced them all

utterly to resume and repossess them, until

we have reasonable security that it can ex-

ercise them with safety to itself and to the

whole country.

Remember that the nation must choose

between two alternatives, for there is no

third one. Of these two, one is to give to

the men who were slaves, and are not now
by our act— to give them by the right of

suffrage, because it cannot be given them
otherwise— adequate power of self-pro-

tection and defence. The other alterna-

tive is, to cast off from them the chains of

slavery, and bind them anew, hand and
foot, by the chains of disfranchisement;

and to deliver them thus bound, helpless

and hopeless, into the hands of those who
were their owners, and whom we have

made, in good part at least, their bitter

and exasperated enemies.

RESOLUTIONS.

Resolved, That we render our devout thanks

to God that he has been witli us, as he was

with our fathers, and that he is leading us

through this second revolution to a peace

which, if we are true to ourselves and to the

principles of republican government, must be

permanent and beneficent.

Resolved, That the work of reorganizing gov-

ernment and society in the rebel States re-

quires of the legislative and executive depart-

ments of the Government the most deliberate

exercise of all their powers of statesmanship,

and that it is far more impotant that the task

shall be performed well than it shall be per-

formed quickly.

Resolved, That in re-organizing the rebel

States, the safety of loyal citizens in those

States, the stability of our government, and

the claims of justice, require that none shall be

allowed to vote who are not loyal, and that

none shall be expelled from voting because of

their race or color.

Resolved, That, from the life and death of

President Lincoln, we derive new motives for

persevering labor to the end of securing to all

the inhabitants of the land the inalienable

rights proclaimed by the Declaration of In-
dependence.

Resolved, That the life and character of Presi-

dent Johnson justify full confidence that he
will carry out the great work for which Presi-

dent Lincoln laid down his life, establishing the

United States of America on the broad and
impregnable basis of wisdom and justice.

Resolved, That a committee of nine, consist-

ing of Richard H. Dana, jr., Esq., Hon. Theo-
philus Parsons, Hon. Charles G. Loring, Hon.
John G. Whittier, Rev. Jacob M. Manning,
Samuel G. Howe, Esq., George L. Stearns,
Esq., John M. Eorbes, Esq., and William En-
dicott, jr., be appointed to prepare and address
to the people of the United States, urging the
necessity of a re-organization of the revolted
States upon just and correct principles.

THE WAR IN THE UNITED STATES, AND
ITS EFFECT IN EUROPE.

[Letter from Mazzini, addressed to the

London agent of the United States Sanitary

Commision.]

Dear Mr. Fisher : Has there been published
or is there about being published a good ac-

curate primary history of the late struggle, re-

lating in one volume the events of the war, the

progressive march which led to the solution of

the tried problem, emancipation, and mainly the

noble individual and collective efforts, the mon-
ey raised by voluntary subscriptions, the doings
of the Sanitary Commision, and all that tends to

prove the immense vitality of your republican

principle 1 What you have done is so heroic that

I feel the profound neccessity of having it proper-

ly known in all our countries, and especially in

my own. We would translate and spread the

book everywhere.
Your triumph is our triumph ; the triumph

of all, I hope, who are struggling for the advent
of a republican era. Our adversaries were
pointing to the worst period of the old French
revolution as to the irrefutable proof of re-

publics leadinc; to terror, anarchy, and military

despotism. You have refuted all that. You
have done more for us in four years than fifty

years of teaching, preaching, and writing from
all your European brothers have been able to

do.

Complete your work. The United States

stand now a leading power in Europe too, and
power is duty. You are called on by God to

enter a new career. Your function had been

hitherto to constitute, to organize yourselves,

and to realize, within your own boundaries, the

republican principle which is your life. It was
natural that, whilst doing that, you should care-

fully abstain from interfering with European
movements or with the general march of man-
kind. That task is fulfilled ; a second one must
now begin for you. The life of a great people
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is two-fold ; inward and outward. Such an
amount of heroism and strength as has been

displayed by the United States must lead to

more than to the solution of a mere problem of

existence and of an incomplete one. It is an
implement given by God for the good of all.

The abolition of slavery binds you to the on-

ward march of mankind ; and the admiration of

all Europe calls you to take your rank— a lead-

ing one— in that onward march.
Above American life, above European life,

there is mankind's life, mankind's education,

mankind's progress. That is the common
aim in which we are all brothers and combat-
ants. There is our great battle— to which all

local battles are episodes— fought on both con-

tinents and everywhere, between liberty and
tyranny, equality and privilege, right and might,

justice and arbitrary rule, good and evil, God and
the Devil. By these four years of noble deeds

and self-sacrifice, you have been enlisted to

take a share in it wherever it is fought.

Remember this. Remember us, who are

ready to help in the task. And remember the

plan of which the first line has been visibly

written by European despotism in Mexico.
Believe me, dear Mr. Fisher, ever faithfully

yours, Joseph Mazzini.
May 21.

From the Athenaeum.

A FRENCH DREAM OF FAIR WOMEN.
Paris, May, 1865.

The French dream of fair women is by
no means " the Legend of Good Women "

sung by any " morning star of song." The
dream is not of

—

A queen, with swarthy cheeks, and bold black
eyes,

Brow-bound with burning gold.

Nor, again, is it the dream of " hushed seragl-

ios." It is the dream neither of Dan Chau-
cer nor of our Laureate. To-day's dream of

fair women in Paris is one where the coiffeur,

rather than the poet, figures. The fair wo-
men of the hour are the women with dull-red

hair. It cannot be too red to please the

weary eye of Fashion. They whose locks

are raven-black are on their knees to the
artist-in-hair, beseeching him to rid them of

the vulgar colour, and set a new glory

about their heads. The bright-haired peas-

ant girls of our Kentish lanes know not the
wealth they carry carelessly whipped within

the bounds of a horn comb. The red tresses

Betty has so long been ashamed of as vulgar
" carrots," are now so many carats of high
price. She may go to the hair-dresser's, and,
if she will submit to the scissors, may come
away rattling some golden guineas in her
pocket.

When Paris Fashion wills a change, that

change she must have, let the cost be what

it may. She has a mind for red hair, and it

is extraordinary to see how red hair glows
on the heads of her votaries of the beau-

monde, the demi-monde, and the quart-de-

monde. And now comes M. Ausone de
Chancel, to hang a romance on the red
head of Fashion.

Count Albert de Revel, an orphan, has
been left two thousand a year, by an eccen-

tric uncle, on the condition that, within
two years, he shall marry a tall, slim lady,

of " harmonious proportions," with long and
thick golden hair. She must have an open
forehead, blue eyes, a brilliant white skin,

a well-made nose, a small mouth, graceful

limbs ; and she is to be full of grace ; and
her character is to be slightly shaded with a
poetic languor. Albert admits that the con-
dition is not a hard one, save in the difficulty

in finding the peerless beauty who is to share
his two thousand a year with him. He
goes on an exploring expedition to Angou-
leme ; a great mistake, since all the women
there are dark ; so dark that a proverb lives

on the lips of the inhabitants. They say
that their women were born when coal was
in blossom. He is advised to go to England
or Germany. But neither of these coun-
tries could supply his want : the golden beau-
ty must be a Frenchwoman. Albert and
his friewd Maurice have long consultations

together on a certain mauuscript left by
Albert's uncle, in which blondes of all climes
and times are fantastically treated of, and
at length. The manuscript begins in Para-
dise, and starts with the assertion that Eve
had golden hair,— giving Milton as the
authority. The virgin was a blonde also.

Albert's uncle will have none of the famous
virgins of St. Luc, whom he agrees with M.
Feuillet de Conches were stolen from Greece,
and were base copies of the goddess Isis.

Who ever dreamt, he asks, of dark angels

!

He lavs it down that " it is very difficult to

be a blonde, almost as difficult as to be a
brunette." " A perfect blonde," he says,
u should be tall and slender, and her move-
ment like a lily balancing in the wind. St.

Evremond has said that langour is the most
delicate expression, or movement, of love

;

consuming us slowly, like a hidden fire."

Fortunate is the blonde who does not live to
grow old. Her remembrances of her natu-
ral home in heaven should overcome her.

It should be said of her that " le mal du
pays " killed her. He treats Cleopatra not
much after the fashion of our own Tennyson.
He calls her " a Bohemian brunette," and de-
scribes her, hoisted upon the back of a
stalwart slave, six feet high, wandering
about the streets of Alexandria at night, un-
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hooking the sign-boards. She was dark,

but the painters would not have it so, and
we see her with the aspic in her hand, a
dying beauty, with golden hair. Albert's

uncle, in his manuscript, shows what our

neighbours call " the courage of his opin-

ions." On the universal French theory, that

everything that has the remotest relation to

beauty must grow in perfection within the

limits of the French empire, and there only,

the uncle says that France is the country

of blondes par excellence. Let Englishmen
read the rest patiently if they can. Albert's

uncle adds :
" In Germany the blondes are

too fat, and in England they are too lean
!

"

A few perfect blondes, he concedes, are to be
found, wandering here and there, in Spain

and Italy.

The dark-haired women, being out of

fashion, are treated unmercifully. The
Spanish proverb, quoted by Brantbme, is

raked up for the occasion. The Spanish
brunette says :

" Although I am a little dark,

I am not therefore to be despised." He
|

maintains that the pure brunette has become
j

almost a myth. " She was a new Eve, born
J

outside the gates of Eden," says Monsieur i

rOncle. Dark hair, in short, seems, to Al-
[

bert' s uncle, to have about the effect a red I

.rag has upon a bull. He calls yellow a
" frightful colour," because brurfettes are

proud of its effects upon them. Listen to him : I

" When we are bilious, when we are sea-

sick, when we are possessed with a great

fear, when we are jealous,— four ignoble!

whens,— we are yellow. Do not the Ori-

I

entals, who are colourists by instinct, say

to their enemies— May God make your
faces yellow ? " There are few yellow

flowers by the roadside, God be praised

and these the asses eat.

Nodier, Count Revel's uncle maintains'

has given the best description of golden
hair, or of the hair that is called golden, and is

adored. He says : " It has a copper founda-
tion, but the colour of copper does not ex-

press its variety of tints in the light. They
are as various as the tints of ten metals

heaped together in a furnace. To get any
idea of the varieties of the hues of this

wondrous hair, you must watch the erup-

tion of a volcano from beginning to end."

La Mode Illustree may well say that this

is the hour of vengeance for women with red

hair, who have so long been considered
" the disinherited children of Nature." It

is their turn to be triumphant, and to watch
dark-haired women imploring the chemist

to take the black out of their locks, and
to make them like their once-despised sisters.

Was not Laura, whom M. de Chancel calls

" the Madonna of the Kingdom of Love,"

crowned with tresses of fine gold, according

to Petrarch ?

How M. de Chancel's " Dream of Fair Wo-
men " ends, and how it fares with Albert on
his pilgrimage in search of his beauty with the

golden hair, let the reader who may care to

take up the " Livre des Blondes " discover

for himself. The book is only, I presume,

the opening of the literature of red hair.

B. J.

TO A COQUETTE.

1.

Caressed or chidden by the dainty hand,

And singing airy trifles this or that,

Light Hope at Beauty's call would perch and
stand,

And run through every change of sharp and
flat;

And Fancy came and at her pillow sat,

When Sleep had bound her in his rosy band,

And chased away the still- recurring gnat,

And woke her with a lay from Fairy-hmd.

But now they live with Beauty less and less,

For Hope is other Hope and wanders far,

Nor cares to lisp in Love's delicious creeds
;

And Fancy watches in the wilderness,

Poor Fancy sadder than a single star,

That sets at twilight in a land of reeds.

2.

The form, the form alone is eloquent

!

A nobler yearning never broke her rest

Than but to dance and sing, be gayly drest,

And win all eyes with all accomplishment :

Yet in the waltzing-circle as we went,

My fancy made me for a moment blest

To find my heart so near the beauteous breast

That once had power to rob it of content.

A moment came the tenderness of tears,

The phantom of a wish that once could

move,
A ghost of passion that no smiles restore—

For ah ! the slight coquette, she cannot love,

And if you kissed her feet a thousand years,

She still would take the praise, and care

no more.

3.

Wan Sculptor, weepest thou to take the cast

Of those dead lineaments that near thee lie?

sorrowest thou, pale Painter, for the past,

In painting some dead friend from memory ?

Weep on : beyond his object Love can last

:

His object lives : more cause to weep have I

:

My tears, no tears of love, are flowing fast,

No tears of love, but tears that Love can die.

1 pledge her not in any cheerful cup,

Nor care to sit beside her where she sits—
Ah pity— hint it not in human tones,

But breathe it into earth and close it up
With secret death for ever, in the pits

Which some green Christmas crams with

weary bones. Tennyson.

^_
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WEBSTER'S NEW DICTIONARY.
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BOSTON, NEYITTORT «*s J^ETOT-TTODFUBal XjIJNTJH
(FORMERLY FALL RIVER LINE),

BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK, VIA NEWPORT.
The First-Class Steamers METROPOLIS, Capt. W. Brown, and EMPIRE STATE, Capt. B. Brayton.

Cars leave the Old Colony and Newport Ea'lway Depot, corner of South and Kr e ^land Streets, every day (Sundays excepted), at

5.30 P.M„ connecting with the above steamers at Newport. FARE ALWAYS AT THE LOWEST RATES.

The Boats of this Line land in New York at their new and commodious Pier No. 38 North River, foot of Murray St.,

and very near both lines of California Steamers, convenient to the Hudson River, New- York and brie Railroad, New-Jewey i erry,

and all other points going South and West. For Change of Time, see Daily Papers and R. R. (Tiiides.
Passengers bv this route can take the 4.30 p.m. Express Train, and arrive in Newport 50 minutes before the Steamboat Train,

giving time to secure State-rooms and make other preparations for the passage. This line has a decided advantage over all others, be-

ing much less of Railroad — only 72 miles— occupying only two hours and one half an ivine at Newport. You then goon board one
of the elegant and commodious Steamers, suppers being served to all who wish, soon after getting on board. You have a good night s

rest, and arrive in New York early the following morning, refreshed and ready for the dutus of the day, as much as though you had
remained at vour own homes. This is admitted by all as the most desirable route, for comfirt and ease, between Boston and New
York. This line also connects with all the Southern and Western Boats and Roads from New York, going West. South, or Southwest.

Tickets. State Rooms, and Be.ths secured at the OM Colony and Newport Railway Depot, or ALent's Office, 82 Washington St.,

for New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore (Fortress Monroe, Norfolk, City Point, and Richmond, by Bay Line Steamers from
Baltimore).

GEO. SHIVERICK, Agt., 83 "Washington St., Boston.
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(Established 40 Years. 1

12 TAVISTOCK HOW, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.

MR. EDW. G. AliliEN having in 1857 acquired and since successfully conducted the Library

Agency for America, founded in London by the late Mr. O. Rich (author oi Bib. Americana Nova, 3 vols.

8vo.), respectfully offers his services to the managers of Public Institutions in America, ior the supply of

Books of every class, including Periodicals and Newspapers, on terms of strict economy.

Ample and regular supplies of British and Continental Catalogues of Second-hand Books.

References to first-class American Libraries.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
We respectfully call the at-

tention of ladies and gen-
tlemen who are in want of
a good Sewing Machine for

family use, or cloth work
of any kind, to examine
the FLORENCE before
purchasing elsewhere.
This notice is intended

M to caution the public, in

selecting a Sewing Ma-
chine, not to believe all

that is told them by those engaged in the sale of the

different Sewing Machines.
There is not a day passes but that we have the

pleasure of hearing from customers what has been
told them from different Sewing-Machine offices in

this city, and we feel very thankful for the compli-
ments bestowed upon the Florence Machine.
The following are some of them: " Very compli-

cated"—" come all to pieces in three weeks "—" must
be a good engineer to work them "—" finally, it i3 a
perfect humbug."
Now, if the.se statements were true there would not be any ne-

cessity of stilting them to every person that visits their places of

business ; but they are not true, hut false in every respect, which
we are prepared to prove to the public at any time.

We do not propose to get a living by misrepresentations of other
Sewing Machines sold in this market ; there are a number of good
Sewing Machines for sale by other parties ; but we claim that the

FLORENCE is a more modern machine, is less liable to get out of
order, and has several improved patents, making it far superior to

any other machine now in use. All we can say to parties is, to

come and examine the Florence, and test it. It costs you noth-

ing; and if you do not wish to purchase oue of them after trial, we
will part in friendship.

141 "Washington Street.

General Eastern Agents for the sale of the Florence

Sewing Machine. 109G-lGt
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